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AB STRACT

The speciation. concentration, and fluxes of organic

voi-atil-e sulfur conpounds (vscs) in a wide variety of inland

aquatic systens were studied. Dissolved VScs were sparged

fron water sarnples, trapped cryogenically, and quantified by

gas chrornatograph equipped with a f l-ane photo¡netric

detector .

Species detected and mean surface $/ater concentrations

were: carbonyl sulfide (COS), 0.09L-7.6 nM,' rnethanethiol

(MsH), undetected-l-80 nM; dÍmethyL suLfide (DMs), o-4a-I29o

nM; carbon disulfide (CSz), undetected-69 nM,' dinethyl
disulfide (DMDS), undetected-68 nM. The range in surface

water concentrations of over five orders of nagnitude vJas

influenced principally by Iake depth and sulfate
concentration ([SO4]l). Unstratified lakes had surface

water concentrations of DMS, MSH, and DMDS 5-70 times higher

than stratified lakes, Salt lakes (Saskatchewan) with nore

than 20 S (SOl-) litre-r contained concentrations of DMS and

MsH orders of nagnitude greater than freshwater l-akes. The

sedirnents were net sources of MSH and DMS, while the v,¡ater

colunn was both a source and a sink.

GIobally, inland aquatic systens are not as significant

as the oceans in producing atrnospheric sul-fur. Hov/ever,

fluxes per un j.t area were sirnilar to, or greater than, the

ocean, Furthernore, l-akes can return to the atnosphere a
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significant fraction of the Soo2- precipitated on their

surface, and nay be regionaJ-Iy significant contributors to

atmospher j-c sulfur.



PREFÀCE

chapters in this thesis were written as papers for
sub¡nission to scientific journals. chapter 2 has beên

published (Richards et a1. t99l-. Linnology and Oceanography

36(3): 468)f and chapter 3 has been accepted by Lirnnology

and oceanography. The data described in chapter 5 wilf be

cornbined r¿ith another rnanuscript (Àmaral et al-. In prep.

The isolation and character i z ation of 3ss-organosulfur from
35soo2- reduction in a freshrvater sediment. ) prior to
pubJ. ication .
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1. Literature Review



1.0. fntroduction

The global sulfur cycle incfudes important reservoj-rs

of sulfur as ¡rineral deposits, dissolved oceanic sulfate,
and organic compounds in Iiving and dead organic natter.
The atmosphere contains a very srnal-), pool of sul_fur

(estirnated at 3.6 Tg S, Zehnder and Zinder 1980), which is
only a fraction of the reserves in the J.ithosphere and

hydrosphere (26.)- X 1Oe and 1.28 X tOe Tg S, respectively;
Zehnder and Zinder 1980). Despite its small size, the

atmospheric reservoir is irnportant in the global sul-fur

cycle since it is a very dynarnic pool with high rates of

transfer and redistribution of species (Ryaboshapko 1993).

Atmospher j.c forns of sul-fur include gaseous molecules such

as low rnolecular weight organic cornpounds, aerosols, and

solutes in cloud droplets (Charl-son et al-. 1987).

Both natural and anthropogenic processes contribute to

the atmospheric sul-fur pool (Fig. 1.1). Anthropogenic

ernissions, such as the burning of fossil fue1s, are

dominated by gaseous sulfur dioxide (SO2) | and a variety of

sulfur oxides often referred to as SO¡*¡. The principal

natural sources of atnospheric sulfur include aeol-ian

weathering of sulfates, reLease of sea-saIt sul-fate from the

oceans, and gaseous e¡nissions from volcanoes and biologica)-

activity (Fig. 1.1), Natural gaseous emissions are composed

of a wide range of species including hydrogen sulfide (H2S)



Figure 1.1. sj-rnplif ied sulfur cycle ernphasizing

atmospheric sulfur species,
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and SO2, and organic molecules. including dirnethyl- sulfide
(DMs), methanethiol (MSH), and di-methyJ- disulfide (DMDS).

1.1. GlobaI and clinatic significance of sulfur emissions

1.1.0. uagnitucle andl cli¡uatic significance

The production of volatile sulfur received particular
interest in the late 1-960's and !97jts v/hen attempts were

made to construct global models of sulfur cycling. contrary

to current theories of the tirne, atrnospheric analyses

indicated patterns of sulfur distribution inconsistent r¡rith

an excÌusively anthropogenic origin (Ericksson 1963). These

early budgets identified the need for a natural source of
precursors for non-sea-sa1t sulfate (NSS-so4z-) in the

atnosphere over the oceans. The magnitude of NSs-So.2- flux
required by these early budgets was substantial t 35-27o Tg S

yr{ (Granat et aI. 1976, Ericksson 1963). It was presurned

that the vol-atil-e sul"fur precursor was H2S (Convray l_942,

Junge 1963, Kel-l-ogg 1972, Ericksson 1963) until Lovelock et

aÌ, (l-972) found an organic species, DMS, to be ubiquitous

in ocean surface waters at nanogrân levels. The aqueous

concentrations indicated that DMS r,Jas super-saturated nith
respect to the overlying air, and that there would be a net

flux to the atrnosphere. This finding focussed considerabLe

attention on the procìuction of ÐMS and other organic
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volatile species in marine environments.

oceanic DMS emissions are currently estimated to
contribute approxinately l-9-54 Tg s yr-l to the atrnosphere

(Andreae 1990). The nagnitude of this f l-ux is approxirnately

25-5OZ of anthropogenic sulfur emissions, and is sufficient
to account for nethane sulfonic ac j-d (MSA) and NSS-SO42- in
the rnarine atmosphere (Andreae l-990). Atrnospheric

concentrations of DMS typicalfy range from 0.2-4OO nq S n'3

(Àndreae 1985, Andreae and Raemdonck 1983, Barnard et. al,.

1982, Nguyen et, aI. 1,983, Andreae and Andreae 1988).

Beyond the significance to the globaL sulfur cycle, the

atrnospheric chemistry of DMs and other organic species can

be irnportant in cli¡nate regulation. Tropospheric oxidation
of reduced atnospheric sulfides such as DMS and MSH is
initj-ated by hydroxyl radicals (oH ) and to a l-esser extent

by nitrate radicats (NO3 ) (see below; TyndaLl" and

Ravishankara 1989). sulfate (Soo2-) , one of the final

oxidation products, acts as a nucfeus for water

condensati-on and therefore influences cl-oud formation and

albedo, affecting both heat absorption and attenuation of

incorning sol.ar rãdiation (Fig. l-.2; charl-son et af. 1987,

Andreae L990). Furthermore, the oxidation of reduced sul,fur

conìpounds to specj-es like SOo2-, SOz, and MSA (Plane 1989)

contributes to the natural acidity of precipitation

(Lovelock et a1. 1972, Nriagu et aL. L987, CharLson et aL.

7987).



Figure 1.2 . Conceptual clinatic
fron Charl-son et aI.
emissions nay affect

feedback Loop ( adapted

1987) sho!,/ing how DMS

cl-oud fornation.
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Carbonyl sul-fide (COS) is also found in ocean surface

v/ater at concentrations usually greater than eguil,ibriurn

vith the overlyj-ng atnosphere, approximately O.O3-1.0 nM

(Rasmussen et aL. 1982. Ferek and Andreae 1984, Andreae

1990). It is more stable in the troposphere than the other

sulfur gases such as DMS and is therefore the only sulfur
species to enter the stratosphere (Fig. l-.1-), wj.th the

exception of SO2 fron vol-canic emisssions (Andreae 1990).

Durinq vol-canically quiescent periods, COS oxidation in the

stratosphere is thought to naintain the stratospheric SOo2-

aerosol- l-ayer (Crutzen I976, Inn et aI. 1979), which affects
incoming sol-ar radiation and is involved in processes such

as ozone depletion (Hofnann 1990). ft has even been

suggested that changes in the SOo2- aerosol- layer may have a

greater impact on climate than perturbations in atmospheric

CO2 concentrations (Shaw 1983), The identification of the

rol,e of these volatile sulfur species in globaI sulfur
cycJ.ing and clirnate regulation has fed to rene\4¡ed interest
in potential sources and sinks of vol,atil-e sulfur.

1.1.1. Àtrßospheric ancl agueous transfornations

Atmospheric transformations of biogenic vol-atile sulfur
are J-argely oxidatj-on reactions, and involve a conversion

from gaseous to aerosol or solute forms (Figs. L.L, f .2í

Charl-son et. al,. 1985). In generaL, production fro¡n
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biogenic sources transfers sul-fur to the atmosphere in a

reduced (-2) oxidation state (e,9. DMS, ÐMDS). Subsequent

chemicaf reactions oxidize the sulfur to the (+4), and then

to the (+6) oxj.dation l-evel. one exception to this general

pattern is the hypothesized reactions of COS to forn H2S

(Fig. 1.1; Elliott et. aL. L987). Reported atrnospheric

concentrations of DMS, MSHí and COS range from 0.2-4OO ng S

m-3, <0.96-48 ng s n-3, and 580-l-370 ng S m-3, respectiveJ-y

(Andreae et. al-. l-985, Andreae and Raemdonck 1983, Barnard

et. al . 1982, Nguyen et. al-. 1983, Belviso et. al-. 1987,

Berresheim 7987 | L\czev¡ski et. aI. 1985). The principal
products of the oxidation reactions, MSA and SOo2-, are then

re¡noved fron the atnosphere by wet and dry deposition (Fig.

1,.l-; Charlson et. al. l-985) .

Àtmospheric reactions are largely mediated by OH,

oxygen (02) , and No,", (Plane 1989, Hatakeyana 1989). with

DMS and MSH, the oxidatj-on is thought to occur largely
through fornation of nethylthiyt radicaJ-s (cH3s; Tyndall and

Ravishankara 1989), and can be accelerated by the presence

of halogen oxides, particularly iodine oxide (IO; Barnes et.
41. 1989). Atnospheric chernical residence ti¡nes estinated

for DMS range fron 8-36 hours (Barnes et. a1. 1989, Van

VaIin et. al. l-987 ) .

Values for Henry/s la\r constants (Adewuyi 1989, Tsuj

et. al. 1-990) indicate appreciable solubility of organic

Vscs in water. Like the atmospheric reactions described
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above, the sol-ution chenistry of organic Vscs is dominated

by oxidation reactions. Environrnental oxidants such as

hydrogen peroxide (H2Ozl , O2t OH, ozone (O3), and chlorine
(CIr), in addition to processes such as metal catalysis and

photo-oxidatJ.on, contribute to liquid phase conversions

(Adewuyi 1989). Because the thioLate anion is readiJ-y

oxídized, species such as MSH änd H2S can undergo rapid
conversion especial-1y in alkaline medium. However,

nicrobial decomposition of species Iike DMs is expected to
be a rnore inportant sink (Kiene and Bates 1990).

6one significant natural sources of votatile sulfur

L.2.0. Microbial fo¡mation

The volatilization of sulfur during the microbial
decornposition of organj.c rnatter has been recognized for rnore

than L00 years. Volatile suLfur species and their specific
precursors underwent initial investigations in the earl-y

part of this century. Tanner (1917, 1918) described the

production of H,S from sul fur-conta ining organic natter such

as peptone and cystine by bacterial and fungal cultures.
This was the first indication that simpl-e organisrns like
yeasts were capable of splitting carbon-sulfur l-inkages. A

succession of studies \^/ere conducted on sulfur
transforrnati ons by n j-cro-organi srns, parti-cuLarl,y fungi, in
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the ensuing decades (reviewed by Bremner and Steele 1978).

Research into the biological methylation of sulfur led

to important advances in understanding rnicrobial suLfur

¡netabol-isrn. The interest in methylation arose from the

fatal effects of rrGosio casrr or trinethylarsine (ChaLlenger

1951) produced by the fungal methylation of arsenic

contained in wallpaper pigrnents. The abíJ.ity of mj-cro-

organisms, particularly rnoulds, to carry out nethylation

reactions was therefore a subject of considerabLe interest,
Initial experirnents were conducted on sel-eniurn and telluriun
(Rosenheim I9O2), before being extended to sul-fur in the

1930's. Challenger and Rawlings (1937) and Bl-ackburn and

ChalJ-enger (l-938) studied the cleavage and nethylation of

aliphatic disulfides by PeniciTTiun brevicaule. Birkinshaw,

Findlay, and Webb (1942) first demonstrated methytation of

an inorganic sulfur species, so42-, to MSH by schízophyTTun

commune Fr. Investigations Õf the underJ.ying rnechanism for
this reaction l-ed to the discovery of the fission of alkyJ,-

sulfur-carbon links by the fungus (Chal]enger and Charlton

1,947) | and was the first discovery of such a biochemical

reaction in rnicro-organisms . This type of fission and

rnethylation activity was found to extend to diaJ.J.yI

disul-f ide (challenger and creenrvood 1949) and appeared to be

a general action on sirnple aJ-iphatic disulfides. Vol-atil,e

sulfur products, DMS and MSH, were detected as products of

these reactj-ons, and study of mechanisms underl-yinq this
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fission Led to an early understanding of the production of
organic volatil-e sulfur species by rn j-cro-organisns (StahL et
af. l-949, Challenger f951). However, as l-ate as 1989, the

enzymology of the reactions had not been futÌy elucidated
(Taylor and Kiene 1989),

Extensive investigations into the environmental

production of these organj-c volatile species began initially
in the context of soil ecology. De Barjac (L952) and

Greenwood and Lees (1956) detected mercaptan-Like odours

from soil treated with nethionine. Frederick et aI. (1957)

identified MSH and DMDS from soils amended with methionine.

This breakdown of nethionine yielding volatile sulfur
species \^/as later determined to be a general abiJ,ity of
bacteria, actinomycetesr and fungi (Sega1 and Starkey 1969,

Freney 1967).

There is significantly less knowfedgê about the
production of cos and carbon disulfide (CSr). COS r.ras found

be be evolved from pestj.cides in soil (Moje et aI . L964 |

Soners et al. 7967J,, and during anaerobic decomposition of

nanures (Elliott and Travis f973). Banwart and Bremner

(1,97 5 | !97 6a, b) extended this knor,r'ledge by exarnining

specific sul fur-conta in ing precursors in their amended soiL

studies (Breaner and Steele 1978, Banwart and Brenner 1975,

l-976 a,b). The producÈion of CSz fron suL fur-contain ing

amino acids in soils (Banwart and Bremner l-975) vras the

first indication this specj-es could be derived from
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microbial, activity.
In the last ten years, a considerable amount of effort

has been focussed on biological mechanisms of volatil-e
sulfur production in the environment (see Saltzman and

Cooper, eds. 1989). A large range of sul- fur-containing
precursors and their volatil-e products have been identified
(Bremner and Steele 1978, Kadota and fshida !972). In

addj-tion to degradation reactions, recent r,rork (Drotar et

aI. 1987) has exarnined the methylation of HzS to MSH and DMs

by a wide range of organisms. Due to the enphasis on marine

DMs, the production of this species during the breakdor^/n of

dimethyl suJ. fonioprop i onate (DMSP) is probably the nost

studied of aIl the transformations (see section on aquatic

studies ) .

L.2. L. chenical proaluction

Abiotic chemical processes also contribute to organic

vÕl-atile sulfur production in the environment. Species such

as COS and DMDS can be produced from the oxidation of

organic corTìpounds, and in the ocean, cos is l-argely derived

from photo-oxj-dat ion processes (Andreae 1990). The

nechanism for these reactions remains obscure, but is
thought to be mediated by oH, CS2 is one volatile species

which has been identified as a precursor of COS (Turco et

al. 1980). DMDS also can arise fron oxidation of another
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volatile organj-c species, MSH. This reaction is an auto-

oxidation that occurs in the presence of 02 and trace metal

ions (Adewuyi 1989).

It has recently been suggested (Sorenson l-988) that MSH

may forn from an abiotic chernical reaction betr^/een H2S and

CH4 in sedinents, given the lo\4r Eh and chemical conditions

that occur in this environment. This hypothesis, however,

has not yet been proven. It is known that H2S can becone

incorporated into organic matter via addition across

unsaturated bonds (Vairavanurthy and Mopper 1989). This

nechanism has been shown to produce thiols in sedi¡nents, and

rnay contribute to the formation of MSH.

L.2.2. Release from vasculat plants

One of the least studied aspects of organic volatiÌe
sulfur forrnation is direct release from higher plants,

Laboratory studies have generally focussed on inorganic

sul-fur emissions like HrS (HaIlgren and Fredriksson 1982,

Joshi and HolLis l-976, Winner et al. 1981, Schmidt 1986),

The emission of CS2 (Haines et al. l-989), MSH, and DMS

(Schrnidt 1986) has not been studied to any extent.

Formation of these volatile specj-es has been 1ínked to

defense ¡nechanisrns against nenatodes, insects, and fungi

(Haines et aI. 1989, zehnder and zinder 1980, Ler¡/is and

Papavizas f97o) | sul,fur metabolism during excess suLfur
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availability (Schnidt 1986) ¡ and osmoregulation in plants

such as the marsh grasses spartina aTternitLora and S,

patens (Dacey et af. 1987, Morrison and Hines 1990).

1.3. Aguatic studies

1.3. 0. Marine envíronments

As discussed, the early global model-s of suLfur cycl,ing

contained an important release of H2S frorn aquatic systens,

particuì-arly the oceans. This H2s was thought to originate
during organic matter decomposition in the shallov¡ shetf
areas of the ocean or in the anaerobic water and soil of

tj-dal areas (Junge 1960, Conway 1943, cranat et al-. 1976).

Dissimilatory So42- reduction was later considered to
contribute to the aquatic production of Hzs, although few

studies had addressed the relative contribution of the two

sources (Gunkel and oppenheimer l-963r Denser 1970). The

enphasis on oceanic H2s as a significant source of

atmospheric sulfur cane under increasing criticism in the

niddle l-970,s (Kellogg et. al.1975). This criticism arose

prinarily because no H2S was detected in ocean surface

!¡aters, and because HrS was expected to rapidly oxidize in

surface waters (Kellogg et. a]. 1-975), The discovery of DMS

ubiquitous in ocean surface !¡aters at nanogran

concentrations (Lovel-ock et al . f972) provided a viable
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alternative (Fig. 1.1).

Phytoplankton r^¡ere identified as the principal source

of this DMS based on (i) the wide distribution of a DMS

precursor (DMSP) in algae (Challenger 1951, Acknan et. al-.

1966, Cantoni and Ànderson 1956, White L982) and (ii)
correlative studies exarnining DMS and ChI a distributions in
the oceans (Andreae and Raemdonck l-983, Nguyen 1978). DMSP

had been studied for some tine (Challenger l-951; Ackman et

al. 1966/ Tocher et al. 1966) and the initial- detection of

DMS in two marine algae, PoTysíphonia fastigiata and P.

nigrescens, was made as early as l-935 (Haas 1935). Other S-

methyJ- sulfoniurn conpounds such as S-nethyl rnethionine (fida
et al-. 1985, Schiff 1962, white 1982) and phosphatidyl-

suffochofine (Ànderson et aI. l-976) nay contribute to DMS

release frorn algae but are expected to play a very minor

role as DMS precursors. The rel-ationship between DMS and

Chl a has retained a statistical significance in nore recent

studies (Andreae 1990), but is complicated by significant
differences in DMS output by different algal species (KelIer

et. al. 1989, Andreae 1990).

The initj-af neasurements of DMS by Lovelock et. a1.

(1972) indicated DMS concentrations of O.19 + 0.44 nM in
ocean surface waters. Subsequent studies, however, have

often reported DMS concentrations of l--2 orders of magnitude

greater than the initial- neasurenents (Andreae and Raemdonck

L983, Gibson et. al. 1988, Cooper and Matrai 1989). Mean
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concentrations of oceaníc DMS vary about 2-fo1d from 1.8 nl'f

(Bates et. aÌ. 7987) to 4.9 nM (Andreae l-990), depending on

the region studied.

The production of DMS fronì al-gal DMSP is dependent on a

varj-ety of decomposition rnechanis¡ns. One of these

processes, chernical breakdown due to oH (Dacey and BÌough

1987\ , does not occur at a sufficiently high rate to account

for observed DMS concentrations. Enzymatic processes,

therefore, are J-ikely rnore irnportant. Microbial

decornposition, for example, is considered to contribute

signif icantJ-y to the conversion of DMSP to DMS (Kiene 1,990)

in seawater (Fiq. l-.3). Furtherrnore, high rates of sulfur
volatj-Iization have been observed from freshwaters during

microbial decornposition of organic ¡natter (Jenkins et a1.

L967, Juttner 1981). It is now known that in addition to
nicrobiaÌ decomposition, breakdolvn of DIISP during

zooplankton grazíng on algal cells can be a significant
source of DMS (Dacey and Wakeham 1986).

CS2 and COS are two other organic VSCS frequently

detected in ocean surface v/aters (Figs. 1.1-r l-.3r' Lovelock

1974, Andreae 1990, Rasnussen et. al . !9A2, Ferek and

Andreae 1983¿ 1984, Turner and Liss L985). CS2 r¡ras first

observed by Lovelock (L974) at a concentration of 0.014 nl,I.

More recent deterainations verify this initial- value

reporting a nean oceanic concentration of approxi:nately

0.016-0.033 nM (Andreae 1990), This CS2 is likeJ-y produced



Figure 1.3. Simplified scheme of hor^/ organic vol-atile
sulfur compounds can be produced from

sulfate in aquatic environrnents.
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frorn organic matter breakdown (Àndreae 1990). COS is one

other organic species that has been detected at

concentrati-ons in ocean surface waters of O.O3-L.O nU

(Rasmussen et. al. 1982, Ferek and A.ndreae l.983, ]-984,

Turner and Liss 1985), CoS is believed to form from photo-

oxidation of sul fur-conta ining organj-c natter¡ Ìargely due

to UV-B radiation and the presence of hurnic and fuLvic acids

(Andreae 1990, Zepp and Andreae 1989).

1.3. 1. Freshwater environaents

Fevrer studies of inland lakes, both freshwater and salt
v,¡ater, are reported cornpared to the marine research. The

evidence that oceanic DMS was derived from an osnoregulatory

conpound (DMSP) suggested freshwater systens \^/ould have very

nuch lower concentrations of DMS (Turner and Liss 1985).

Horveverr earì-y investigations of freshwaters (Bechard and

Rayburn 1979) indicated that very high (up to 70,ooo ng S

litre-r1 concentrations of DMs could be found in the

freshwaters of l-akes and ponds. Challenger et aI. (1957)

reported J-arge releases of DMS during alkali additions to
the freshv,¡ater algae oedogorium sp. and rJLothrix sp.,

suggesting the presence of DMSP. Howeverf a more conplex

systern exists in Lakes due to the potentiaf role of both

sedimentary and water column production and destruction, and

the greater diversity of volatile species (Wajon et a1.
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1985, Juttner et a1. 1986, Hofbauer and Juttner 1988,

Juttner 1,983, Henatsch and Juttner 1990). The spectrum of
species found in lakes included MSH, cS2, DMDS, dirnethyl

trisulfide, diisopropyl disulfide, and diisopropyl
trisulfide. Several of these studies have identified
phytoplankton as the source of these species (Juttner et.
al. l-986, Hofbauer and Juttner 1988, Juttner 1983, Bechard

and Rayburn !979) | whereas others have identified
sedimentary decomposition as the origin (Zinder and Brock

1978, Henatsch and Juttner 1988).

As described earlier, Bechard and Rayburn (L979), vrho

nade sone of the initial neasurenents of DMS, MSH, and DMDS

in freshwater systens, found species such as DMS produced

Iargely during decomposition of aLgal- cultures. Zinder et
al. (1977) studied decornposition processes in blue-green

algal mats and found significant production of MSH.

Hov/ever, rnicrobial- decomposition vras not responsible for al_l-

of this production as Rasmussen (l-974) and Bechard and

Rayburn (1-979) reported reLease of DMS, MSH, and DMDS by

axenic cultures of freshwater algae (Fig. 1.3). fn addition
to algal material, ¡nicrobial decomposition of exogenous

organic matter such as methoxylated aromatic nonomers

(lignin components) have also been shown to contribute to
freshwater concentrations of DMS and MSH (Finster et a1.

1990). Until the initiation of this project, however, no

systematic characteri z ation of a wide range of interior
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lakes had been undertaken, nor had there been a

comprehensive study of sites of production of the various

volatile species.

1.4. Objectives of this stualy

This study was designed to place lakes in the context

of the global atmospheric sul-fur cyc1e, and deternine the

significance of volatile sulfur species in l-ake sulfur
cycling. .4t the tirne this work was initiated, al,nost no

data were available on organic volati.le sulfur in lakes.

One of the principaì- objectives, thereforef $/as to identify
and quantify species in a wide range of lakes and vretland

areas. This rvork has studi-ed in detait over 20 lakes and

rl¡etlands, which exhibit large differences in water chemistry

and topographÍcal and geographj.cal situation including

vegetation and clinìaÈe (Table L.1). The results have been

signifj-cant in gaining an understanding of the spectrurn of

species and concentrations that are typical of different
j.nLand aquatic systerns.

In addition to this descriptive approach, underlying

mechanistic and process work tvas conducted leading to an

increased understanding of (i) the inportance of organic

volatile suì-fur fornation in freshwater Lake sul,fur cycJ,ing

(ii) rates of formation and destruction in the rdater colunn

and sedirnents of lakes (iii) the contribution inland aquatic



Table 1. 1. Systems studied.

Reg i on Lake/p laya /r,retI and Chemical character i zation

Experi-rnenta 1
Lakes Area,
northwestern
ontar i o

Northwestern
Ontario Lake
Size Series

Hudson Bay
Lowl and s

SaIt Lakes,
S outhern
S a skatchewa n

303
114
302 South
302 North
226 South
239
NE bog on 239
304
66r,
¿¿5
22r
470

Green
Linge
sydney
Or a nge
Musclorv
Trout

Kinosheo
Interior Fen
Coastal Fen

Humbo Idt
Pat i ence
Wa l-ds ea
Big QuilI
Littfe Manitou
ChapJ- in East
chaplin West

freshwater
Canadian Shield lakes

fre shwater
Canadian Shield lakes

fre shwater
rvet Iand

hypo sa I ine
hypersa I i ne
rnesosa I ine
hypersaline
hypers a I ine
hypersa I ine
hypersaline

Cl-assification of salt systens from

Briefly: hyposa.line, 3-20 g litre-t;
g J.itre'r; hypersatine¡ >50 g litre'l .

Hammer l-9 8 6,

mesosa1ine,20-50
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systems make to atmospheric sulfur, and (iv) the

relationship betr^/een sulfate concentration, salt
concentration, and organic voLatil,e sulfur concentrations in
hypersaline environ¡nents. This work is presented in four
sections. Two chapters describe in detail the organic

volatife sulfur characteristics of freshwater and sulfate-
dorninated salt lakes. The next trn¡o chapters concentrate on

process studies describing the sites of MSH and DMS

production and loss in a hypersaline and freshwater l-ake and

the for¡natj-on of organic voÌatil-e sulfur by short-tern
sulfate reduction,
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2.f . A¡stract

Identities, concentrat j- ons , and ffuxes of vol-atil-e

sulfur compounds (VSCs) !,¡ere determined in el-even lakes in
northr{estern Ontario, canada. Carbonyl sulfide (COS: up to
1,1 nM) and dimethyl sulfide (DMS: up to 11 nM) were present

in surface-waters during nost of the ice-freê season. Depth

profiles shor^red accumulations below the rnixed layer of

methanethiol (MsH) , DMS, and dimethyl disulfide (DMDS).

There was no effect of lovr pH or increased [SO42-] (fron 2.4

to !2.3 mg Iitre-r) on the concentrations and identities of

surface-water VSCs. .Accumulation of DMS below the mixed

Iayer was 9 tines higher in an acidified system, however,

conpared to an unacidified reference lake.

Estimates of fLux from t\,ro stratified lakes indicated

that volatilization vJas not an important sulfur loss

mechanisrn compared to others such as sedinentary Soo2-

reduction,

concentrations of MSH, DMS, and DMDS in shal-Io$r, Lakes

l-14 and 303 were often 5-30 times higher than any other

lakes studied, and the f l-ux from Lake 114 was about 0.96-1.6

tirnes the estimated oceanic DMs f l-ux, per unit of area. on

a regional basis, j-n areas where So42- in precipitation is

1ow, vSC export to the atÍìosphere frorn shallow lakes and bog

pools may be signifJ-cant compared to sulfur inputs through

precipitation.
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2.2. Introaluction

The recognition that biogenic sulfur gases are

inìportant in the cycJ,ing of sulfur and in gJ-obal clirnate

regulation has prompted considerable interest in their
production and fate. VolatiIe sulfur cornpounds (vscs)

typically identified in environrnental studies include

hydrogen sulfide (H2S) , dinethyl sulfide (DMs), nethanethiol

(MSH), carbonyl, sulfide (COS), carbon disulfide (CS2), and

dinethyl disul-fide (DMDS). Àll- these conpounds can be

produced biologically al-though at least two (DMDS and COS)

can form from abiotic reactions (e.9. Bremner and steele

1978; Kadota and Ishida L972\.

Much of the research on VSCs has focussed on their
production and flux fron the oceans and coastal- marine

environments (e.9. Andreae and Barnard 1984). Lakes have

received alrnost no attention. fn this study I have

identified and quantified VScs in the water colurnn and

sediments of Canadian shield lakes, Rates of vsc flux to the

atmosphere, the importance of this loss to lake So42-

budgets, and sites of VSC production in lakes were also

studied.
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2.3. !.later ia l- s and nethoals

2.3.O. Site description. Two sets of lakes r"rere monitored

fron May to October l-988 for the presence of VSCS. The

first set consj-sted of several smatl (< 55 ha) l-akes (226

South, 302 South, 1,L4t 239, and 303) at the Experirnental

lakes Area (EL.C) in northvrestern ontario (Brunskill- and

Schindler 1971) . Two of these lakes (Lake 302 South and

Lake 114) have rece j.ved experimental additions of sulfuric
acid (Tabl,e 2.1) . The second set of lakes was located in a

geologically homogeneous area of the Canadian Shie1d near

Red Lake, Ontarj-o (50"N, 94"W) . This set comprises Larger

lakes ranging in surface area from 88 ha (Green Lake) to
34,700 ha (Trout Lake) (Table 2.1). Samples were taken fron
surface $¡ater at the site of rnaxirnaL depth in aLl lakes. In

Trout Lake, a second site was in the center of a large,

unstratj.fied bay (2.,, = l-0 ¡n). In Lakes 226 South and 302

South, depth prof j.1es were obtained,

2.3.L. . Surface sanpLes vrere collected

at a depth ot o.2 m by hand in siLanized glass bottl-es,

Sanples fron other depths r4¡ere taken using a peristaltic
punp and \.{ere overf ill-ed three tirnes before stoppering.

After col-Ìection, aIl samples r,r'ere immediatel,y pl-aced in the

dark on ice. Analyses were conducted within 24 h of

sanpl-ing,' tests showed littl-e al-teration in sarnpì-e integrity
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Table 2.1. Morphornetric paraneters of the studied lakes and

treatnent infor¡nation pertinent to 1988.

A. E z* A":v"' Treatment
Lake ( 104 m2) (m) (n) (n-')

ELÀ lakes

2265 7 .A 6. 3 11. 6 0. 09
3025 10.9 5.1 10.6 0.10 H2so4+
114 rz.L r.7 5.0 0.59 H2so4+
239 56.L 10.5 30.4 0.07
303 9.9 1.5 2.5 0.66

Real Lake area lakes

Green 88 7 .7 18 0. 08
Orange l-69 f4,4 2A 0.05
Linge 7 06 I .4 22 O. 1l-
Musclow 22:-9 19. 3 43 0. 03
Sydney 5750 20.0 71- 0,05
Trout: deep 34700 I3.7 47 0.07

sha Ilow t- 0

' ELA data based on Fee 1979

+ Rudd et al-. 1990 (L3o2S is currently acidified)
* Schindler and Turney 7982 (Ll-14 r4¡as acidified fron

r97 9 -I9 87 )
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over this period (data not shov,¡n) . Because of the high

soÌubility of DMS, dip samptinq of water compares weLl with

other sanpling nethods (Andreae and Raemdonck l-983). COS is
the least soluble, but solubility data for th j.s conpound

also indicate that it should not be affected by dip sanpling

(wilhelrn et aI . L9'77 | .

Pore-r^¡ater was obtained in two ways, In one method,

sediment was coll-ected with an Ekman corer. The surface 6

cm were transferred to silanized glass reagent bottl-es

without headspace, Subsampì-es were centrifuged and the

supernatant decanted and analyzed. The second method used a

pore-water equilibratj-on sampler (Hesstein 1976) r¡rith

Nuclepore (2-pm) membrane, equilibrated in the sedirnent for
1 wk. Water from cells (4 mI each) 0-20 cn below the

sediment surface was pooled for analysis.

2.3.2. ExtractiaD of volatile sulfur compounds. VSCS hrere

extracted and trapped cryogenically. The extraction
apparatus consisted of a boiÌing fl,ask, cold finger (water

trap) , and U-trap. To monitor sarnple extraction efficiency,

an internal standard (DES in glycol, Hotdway and Nriagu

L987) was added. cl-assware was silanized with l-0å

d inethyld ich loros i lane (Sigma Chemical Conìpany) (Deprez et

al-. 1986).

f n order to ninimize nanipulation, vrater sampl-es -*ere

not filtered. There !r'as little afteration in DMS
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concentration whên f il-tered samples were cornpared to

unfiltered sarnples (data not shown) , and MSH and DMDS shoh¡ed

no consistent change in concentration. This result suggests

that the extraction procedure itself does not produce

artificially DMS by dj-srupting dimethyl su l foniopropionate

(DMSP) -containing algal celIsf a concern v/hen anal,yzing for
this gas in seawater.

To extract sulfur gases, a 250-mI water sample

(analyzed in duplicate) was heated to approxirnately 65'C

and sparged with UHP nitrogen (60 mI min-r) for 50 min.

Volatil-e sulfur conìpounds were trapped in a U-shaped tube

that was fiÌled with silanized glass wool and inrnersed in
liguid nitrogen. Follo\,ring extraction. the U-trap û¡as

evacuated/ sealed, and heated to approximately 50'C. To

inject the contents onto the cC coLunn, the trap v¡as fitted
j.nto a CarIe cC sampling valve using luer connections.

2.3,3. Detection and quantification of volatile sulfur
sÞecies. Sulfur gases were analyzed with a Varian 3700 gas

chromatograph (cc) equipped with a dual--f lame, photometric

detector (FPD) at 200'C, with a Spectra-Physics nìodeL 4290

integrator. optimaJ. f l-ow conditions were: Hz (IIHP), 140 nl-

min-r; air No. 1 (zero zero), 80 ml rnin-l; air No. 2 (zero

zero) , l-70 nl- min-r; He (UHP) carrier, 40 ml rnin'l .

À 2 m X 0.64 cn o.d., Tefl-on-coated al-uminum column

packed with 20U SE-30 on Chronsorb P AW/DIUCS 60/80 nesh
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(Analabs) was used v/lth tenperature programring: 35"C (1 min

hold), 25oc min-r to 105"c (4 min hold). These conditions

provided adequate separation of H2S, COS/ MSH, DMS, DES, and

DMDS, except at high H2S concentrations when the COS peak

was obscured (e,9. hypolimnetic samples in late surnrner).

Sulfur conpounds were identified by cornparing retention
ti¡nes to those of known sulfur standards. Confirmation was

obtained by Gc-mass spectrometry (see below) . DMS and CSz

had retention tÍmes of 4.6 and 4.8 min, respectively, but no

cs2 l^¡as detected with the FPD or durj-ng mass spectrometry.

Because the thiol" moiety is oxidized readily, it is
possible that the presence of DMDS in environmental sanples

resulted from the oxidation of MSH during extraction. ln
sone environmental sampl-es, however, e.g. Lake 114 pore-

water (Table 2.2) and hypolimnetic Lake 226 sanples (TabIe

2.3), MSH rvas detected in the absence of DMDS. this result
suggests that MsH oxidation was Iiñìited.

H2S was not detected by this purge-and-trap method in
the epilirnnetic r¿aters of the Iakes studied. Accurate

neasurement at the high leve]s found in the Lake hypoJ"irnnion

was not possible at the GC conditions used for the other

vofatife sulfur compounds. Therefore, H2S values are not

reported.

2.3.4. GC-MS analvsis, To confirm the identity of the
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Table 2.2. Organic VSC l-evels in pore-waters of Lake l-14

Date Method

concentration(nM) Pore-rdater:
Surf ace l^Iater

species Surface Pore-s/ater Ratio

26 Jul centrifuged CoS 0.65
sediment MSH 3.7

DMS 6.2
DMDS 2.4

3 Aug in situ COS O.49
pore-water MSH 14
equilibration DMS 1-1

DMDS 2.0

Not resofved'
53
l-1

Not detected

Not resolved
L20

38
Not detected

-rn

_1' '
8.9
J.b

The high nethane and H2S

masked the detection of

similar retentíon times.

levels found in the pore-$rater

any cos present due to their
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Table 2.3. Accumulation of organj-c vSCs bel-ow the ¡nixed

'I 5Ì'ôFrqj L! r

Hypol irnnetic conditions-

l,ake conpound Accumulation rate [Soo2-]
(rnrnol m2 d-r¡ pH (rng litre-r)

3025 MSH 0,98 5.46-6.33 0.74-9.84
DMS 0.57
DMDS O. ]-9

2265 MSH 0.81 6.L7-6.35 0.44-1.8
DMS 0. 066

' The given range represents the lowest and highest values

determined at a depth of l-0 n from l-o May 1988 to 30 Aug

1988 for Lake 302 South, and fron 30 May 1988 to l-9 Sept

l-988 for Lake 226 South (ELA, chemicaÌ data).
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sulfur peaks/ GC-nass spectrometry r^/as conducted

periodically. The column was a 10 n X 0,32 mn fused sil-ica

PoTaPLOT q capj-lIary colunìn (Chronpack Canada). Thê

ternperature program was: 4ooc (1 rnin hold), 2OoC min-l to

220"C, then loC min-r to 24ooc (1 nin hold). Water sanples

were extracted as described above.

cc-Ms analyses, performed on the ELÀ lake samples at
three different tirnes, have confirned the presence of H2S,

CoS, MSH, DMS, and the internal standardf DES, No volatile
suLfur species r¡ere detected during the GC-MS anal"yses that
had not previously been identified by retention-time

cornparisons with sulfur standards using the FPD.

2.3.5. Calibration. Standard curves (Tangerman 1986) s¡ere

deterrni-ned each day of analysis in order to quantify the

sulfur peaks extracted. sulfur standards used routinely
r.rere cos (96+2) , MSH (99.5+e"), DMS (99+U ), DMDS (99+8), and

DES (982) (aLl froÍì AÌdrich Chenical Company, Inc. ) .

2.3.6. Deternination of extraction efficiencies.
Extraction eff ici-ency of each compound r¿as deterrnined to

estimate recovery f rom \.,r'ater sampl-es. Liquid sulf ur

standards were prepared by dì,ssofution in anoxic ethylene

g1yco1 (Andreae and Barnard 1983) and dilution in distilled

H2o to concentrations similar to lakewater. Recoveries were

as follows: COS, 95.0 + l-8.82; MSH, 66.6 + 7.42; Dl'4s | 96.7 +
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5.1å; DMDS, 98.7 + 6.92 (mean + l- S.D., n > 5 for each

determination) .

2.3.7. Preparation of the internal standard. The DES

j,nternal standard !ùas prepared in anoxic ethyLene glycol-

(Andreae and Barnard 1983, Holdway and Nriagu 1987) (gg+2,

spectrophotonetr ic Arade, Aldrich Chenical- Conpany, Ìnc.)
using silanized¿ 8-nl, glass, screw-capped vials fitted
v¡ith Teflon-faced silicone septa. A primary standard of 3OO

ng nl-l was prepared gravirnetrica I J.y . A working standard in
a second vial was rnade by further dil-ution to a final
concentration of 4 ng S rnl-r; 25 nI of the v,¡orking standard

was added to environmental sanples in order to deter¡nine

extraction efficiency. fnternal standard recovery \,,¡as 92.4

+ 6.'7e" (nean :t S.D., n = 35),

2.3.8. Measurement of winds¡eed Windspeed was neasured on

Lake 302 South using an anemometer (BeIfort Instrument

Conpany) equipped wj-th a nodel- DPIOt One Channel Time of
Event Recorder (Omnj-data) . The ane¡nometer was placed near

the lake,s center; distance from the anernometer cups to the

lake surface was 1 n. I,Jindspeed was recorded from Jul_y to
October. Prior to Ju1yr overlake wind speed was estimated

using overland wind speed at a nearby meteoroJ.ogicaI site
(K. Beaty pers. comm.), and the relationship between

overl-ake and overland windspeeds devel-oped fron measurements
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made ivhen both sites uere operating,

2.3.9. . The

relatíonship betv,¡èen diffusive boundary-Iayer thickness and

windspeed determined by Broecker et aI. (L980) uses a v,¡ind

velocity at a height of 10 n. The power-Lar^/ model given in
Eq. 1 (Panofsky and Dutton 1984) was used to convert the l-n
v/indspeed measurements to the estimated windspeed at a

height of 10 m:

Vz/Yt = ( 22/ zt)P (1)

where: Vr = mean wj-ndspeed at height zr

V2 = nean windspeed at height z,

zr = height above the lake surface

zz = height above the l-ake surface

p = power 1aw exponent

The value of p (0.24) was estimated from the relationship
bet!¡een power-Iaw exponents and lake surface area (.A..

Solinske, University of Winnipeg, unpublished data).

Diffusive boundary-layer thickness was estj.¡nated using the

relationship of Broecker et aI. (1980); mass transfer
coefficients were then deternined using the cal,culated

molecular diffusivity of each species, The molecufar

diffusivity (at an annual nean temperature of 15"C) of each
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compound was cal-culated by the method of f{j.l_ke and Chang

(l-955) / updated by Hayduck and Laudie (I974). The estinated

error of these diffusivj-ties is approxirnately 108.

The mean mass transfer coefficient on each day of

analysis was used to estimate the f l-ux of volatile sulfur
species found that day in lake surface waters. On dates

Brhen the overlake wind speed was estimated from overland

rdind data/ a nean daily wind speed was used to cal_culate the

rnass transfer coefficient for that date. The sane mass

transfer coefficients were used for estÍrnating sulfur fluxes
fron Lakes 302 South, 226 South, 239, and 114. The diffusive
boundary-layer thicknesses calculated j-n this study agreed

v/el1 v/ith those determined by Emerson et aI. (1973) on

another l-ake at the ELA.

2.3.1,0. Estination of sulfur flux to the atmosbhere

Estirnates were nade of sulfur Ioss to the atmosphere using

the stagnant-filn model of gas exchange (Lewis and Whitman

L924). Flux was cal-culated according to the equation:

F = k ( c-c")

!,rhere: F

k

: gas exchange pêr unit area

= mass transfer coefficient

= gas concentration in the fluid phase

: atmospheric concentration of the gas
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The mass transfer coefficient v¡as calculated as described

above, and Co \das assuned to be negÌigib]-e, based on

estj.rnates of atnìospheric D¡4S concentrations over the ocean

(Andreae et al. 1985,' Barnard et aI. 1982). CoS has an

atmospheric concentration of approxirnately 512 parts per

trillion by volume (pptv; Torres et al. 1980) but this
constitutes only 3-8% of the mean aqueous COS concentrations

in the ELA lakes. This atnount is within the error of the

cal,culations, and was therefore not included in the

equation. Fluxes on each day were averaged to generate the

nean flux (Table 2.4). Each lake in the ELÀ area

experiences essential,l-y the sane overlake wind. Therefore,

differences in sulfur fluxes among Iakes were dependent on

differences in sulfur species concentrations. For this
reason concentration data were ânalyzed in a Tukey rnulti-
cornparison test (p < 0.05) to determine differences in lake

sulfur fluxes. A test of homogeneity of coefficients of

polynomial- equations (Milliken 1989) was used to test for
differences in D¡,tS tenporal patterns (p < 0.o5).

2.3.J.7. calcul-ation of accumulation rates below the mixed

laver. Àccumulation rates were calculatèd by deterrnining

the total ¡ìass of organic volatile sulfur belor^r the nixed

layer at two dj.fferent times, and dividing the difference by

the sediment surface area, and the elapsed time. The mass

of each species was deter¡nined by multiplying the
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Tabl-e 2.4. Estimates of sulfur
its significance in

flux to the atrnosphere and

l-ake sulfate budgets.

SuIfur
Lake Species (nmo1

Sulfur l-ost per year
via vol-atilization

(mol yr't) ås+
t lux

s rn'2 d') )

3025 COS
DMS
DMDS
MSH
Tota I

239 COS
DMS
DMDS
MSH
Total

2265 COS
DMS
DMDS
MSH
Tota ]

114 COS
DMS
DMDS
MSH
Tota I

ND-3 3 0
54-L t 2OO
ND-410

7 r-930
LO6-2 ,37 O

ND-4 3 0
ND-220

85-l_,400
320-16,000
ND-7 , 500
ND-25,000

170
600

ãão

820
100

L7
rttTo

440
4, 000
1,900
6,200

t2 | 5OO

6.5
9

_:''
29

7.5

23
a2

t 10

4.3
16
1.9
o .32

23

13
t20

190
380

0. 066
0. 19
0.043

o.30

o.07

o .22
o.79
o:3n

1.0

::

o .52
4.7
))
7.4

15

Range Mean

1,08-540 250
49-7,23O 73O

L55-1, r,90 _!r'
1,ls0

Loss at falI overturn*
(species below ¡n ixed tayer)

' Assurning a negJ-igible atmospheric concentration, and an

ice-free period of I nonths.
+ S=so¡z- lost within the lake as defined by the equation:

f-O-Ám=S where Ï=input, O=outflow, and Arn=delta rnass

L302S: S=9¡810 moles yr'r (Rudd et â1. 1-990)

L239. S=20.9 Keg (annual mean for L981-1983; Schindl-er
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(Tabfe 2 .4, continued)

et al. 1986)

L114: S=2450 noles (pre-acidification val-ue from t_979;

Schindler and Turner 1982 )

# Loss at overturn assumes that the volatil-e species

bel-ow the nixed layer were Lost to the atmosphere, and

chemicaf oxidations and conversions during mixing were

negligible, Thus, it represents a maxinal l-oss.
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concentration in each depth j-nterval by the volume of water

in that interval and sunming the vaLues.
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2 .4. Results

2.4.O. Sulfur stlecies an.l .:ôncenf rât i ôrìq in <rrrf:r'c r.raf arc

Five volatile sulfur compounds were identified: H2S, CoS,

MsH, DMS, and DMDS (Table 2.5). The epilimnia of nost lakes

contained detectable concentrations of onl-y COS (lake rneans:

0.09-0.61 nM, Table 2.5) and DMS (lake means: O,4g-l-.6 nl..f ,

Table 2.5), H2S, MSH, and DMDS were found generally only

below the mixed l-ayer (Figs. 2.1- and 2,2)f although 1or,r

level-s (< 0.31 nM) of DMDS v/ere occasionall,y detectabl-e in
the surface !,/aters of Lakes 239 t 226 South, and 302 South

(îiq. 2.34 and B) . An exception to this general pattern was

found in a shal]-ow, holomictic take (Lake l-14), where MSH

and DMDS were easily detectabl-e (up to 32 nM and 3,0 nt"I,

respectively) at the lake surfacer r¡/Íth COS and DMS also
present (up to 1.1 and 11 nM, Fiq. 2.3C, Table Z.S).

Another shalÌow lake, Lake 303, also had etevated levels of
MSH (Table 2.5) .

With a few exceptions, in particular Lake 1l-4 (Fig.

2.3C), DMS was the rnost abundant species (Figs. 2.3 ArB and

2.4ì Table 2.5). Concentrations ranged from approximateJ-y

0.31, to 2.8 nM in nost lakes, but Lake 114 commonly

exhibited higher fevels (up to 1t nM, Fig. 2.3C). Both the

deep and shaLLow stations on Trout Lake, the largest 1ake,

also had high DMS concentrations on at least one sarnpling

date (3.6 nM and 5,1 nM for the deep and shallow stations,
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Table 2 . 5 . Tine-\.{eighted mean surf ace v/ater VSC l_evef s.

Lake
Volatile Sul-fur Concentration (nM)
COS DMS DMDS MSH

Er,A lakes
3025 X 0.36(0.11)

R 0.23-0.94

2265 i O.a:. 1O.rA¡R ND-0.91

23s i o.zo1o.rz¡
R ND-o.53

3.r4 1 o.er1o.rr¡
R 0.37-1.1

303' i o.¡e(o.rs)
R 0.23-0.91

239 NE X ¡¡n
Bog R NR

Red Lake_area lakes
Green X 0.2 6 (0.09)

R ND-0. 51

orange i o. rz 10. ro¡
R ND-0. 69

Linge X O. ra 1o . r: ¡
R ND-o.55

Muscl-or,/ i o. rt 1o . rr ¡
R ND-0.31

Sydney x o. ro 10. oe¡
R ND-0. 26

Trout i o. rs 10. ro¡
Deep R ND-0.5L

Trout X O.OSrlo.ro¡
Shal-lot^t R ND-0.26

0.09r_(0.090)
ND-o.3L

0.065 ( 0. 083 )
ND-O.28

0.02o(0.05o)
ND-o.27

t.4(o.7)
ND-3.0

0.043(0.043)
ND-o. 170

o.097 ( 0. 0s9 )
ND-0.25

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

0.018(0.060)
ND-o.45

ND
ND

8.6(5.8)
ND-32

1.1(0.4)
ND-z . I

13 ( 6)
ND-3 8

r_.3(0.60)
u.J¿-2- t

1.3(0.s)
o .7 1_-2 .7

1.1(0.4)
0.36-2.6

6.6(2.e1
0.75-1L

r,.2(0.4)
0.33-2.0

3.e(2.s)
o. 65-11

0.e5(0.37)
o .24-2 ,2

0.84(0.37)
o .26-2 .3

0.65(0.20)
0.36-1.8

0.48(0.1e)
ND-o.94

0.74(0.le)
o .42-t.3
r-.3(0.5e)
0.28-3.6

1.6(1.1)
0.28-5,1,

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND

(X : mean value from May

deviation i.n parentheses;

to october given in nt4, standard

R = range; ND = not detectable,
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(TabLe 2 .5, continuedl

detection )-imit approx. 1ng S; NR = not resolved due to
high H2S and CHa concns. )

' 303 values based on four neasurenents fron August to
october



Figure 2.1 Depth profiles of Lake 302 South determined

on two separate dates, Sul-fur species are as folIov,¡s: (A)

COS; (B) MsH; (C) DMS; (D) DIvlDS. The profiles were taken on

tr^¡o dates: 15 June L9BB (_) , and 24 August 19BB (.....) .

The bottorn of the mixed layer for each date is indicated by

a horizontal line: 15 June t-988 (-), and 24 August

1000 /......\¿/ee \ t.
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Figute 2.2. Depth profiles of Lake 226 South

deterrnined on two separate dates. Sulfur species arè as

folLo\,rs: (A) COS; (B) MSH; (C) DMS. The profiles were taken

on two dates: 7 July l-988 (-) , and 7 Septenber Lgg8

( ). The bottom of the rnixed )-ayer for each date is
indicated by a horizontaL l,ine: 7 July 1988 (-) , and 7

Septenber L988 ( '. ) .
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Figure 2.3, Surface VSc concentrations in four EL.,À

Lakes. (A) Lakes 302 South and 226 South. BoId Lines

represent Lake 302 South, thinner lines represent Lake 226

South (B) Lake 239 (C) Lake 11,4. Species differentiation
for aÌL graphs is described in the l-egend.
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Figure 2.4. surface VSc concentrations in six Red Lake

area l-akes. (A) creen Lake (boJ,d) and Orange Lake. (B)

Sydney Lake (bol-d) and Linge Lake. (C) Trout Lake, shalì.ow

(boId) and deep stations. (D) Musclov/ Lake. species

differentiation for alL graphs is described in the J-egend in
panel- (D).



Green and Orange Lakes
(bold)

Sydney and Linge lakes
(bold)

Sampling Date (1988)
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respectively; FiS. 2.4C, Tabl-e 2.5). COS, the other species

detected routinely in surf ace v,¡aters I was usually at l-oh¡er

concentrations than DMS. ELA lakes tended to have higher

COS and DMS concentrations than the Red Lake area l-akes,

which are larger (Figs. 2.3 and 2.4, Table 2.5).
DMDS and MSH, \,Jhich were consistently found in Lake

1"14, r¡/ere usually not detectable i.n the surface waters of

the other lakes, except for Lake 303, vrhich is also shallovJ

and unstratified (Figs. 2.3 and 2.4, Table 2.5). In Lake

114, MSH concentrations were often hJ.gher than DMS, reaching

up to 32 nM. DMDS and MSH were not detected at any ti¡ne in
the epilimnia of lakes in the Red Lake district (Table 2.5)

and the forner was only occasionally detectable in Lakes 226

South, 302 South, and 239, and at l-evels not exceeding 0.31

nM (Fig. 2.3, Table 2.5). MSH was found in the epilirnnion

of Lake 226 south only in l-ate October (Fig. Z.3A).

Surface waters of acidified Lake 302 South contained

concentrations of DMS, CoS, ând DMDS very similar to the

unacidified refe¡ence lake, 226 South (Fig. 2.34, Tabfes 2.4

and 2.6). Therefore, neither lower pH nor elevated SO42'

concentrations (from 2.4-L2.3 ng litre-') had an obvious

effect on VSC leve1s. Accumulation rates of DMS and DMDS

below the mixed layer were greater, however, in the

acidif ied J-ake ( see bel,ovr) .

The very high mean concentrations of DMs and DMDS found

in the surface hraters of shal"l,ow Lake l-14 (Table Z.S, Fíg.
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Table 2.6. Comparison of epj-limnetic so42- concentrations

and pHs in Lakes 302 South and 226 South (1988).

pH I so¿] I (mg litre-t)
Lake Dates Range Mean Range Mean

2265 30 May to 6. 68-7. 10 6,9 2,30-2.53 2.43
)L 

^õ+

302S 10 May to 4.59-5.25 4 .7 10.20-L4.20 12.29
26 Oct
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2.3C) !,rere 5-70 times greater than the deeper lakes, Mean

DMS and DMDS concentrations were al_so 2-14 ti¡nes higher than

found in the bog pool sampled (Table 2.5). MSH

concentrations !,.¡ere similar in Lake 114 and the bog pool

(Table 2.5); this species was usually undetectable in the

surface water of the deeper lakes. In order to determine if
the concentrations in Lake 114 Í/ere representative of
unstratified, shallow lakes, analyses (August-october 19BB)

\4¡ere done on another shaLl-ow ELA lake, Lake 303 (Tab1e Z.l-) .

During this period, DMS and COS levels in Lake 303 were not

signif icantl-y different in the deeper, stratified l-akes

(Table 2.5), but MSH, which probably has a significant
sedinent origin, was very rnuch higher in Lake 303 than in
the deeper stratified lakes. The following year (1999),

both DMS and MSH concentrations in Lakes 114 and 303 hrere

high [Lake ]-l-4: concentrations up to l-0.9 nM (DMS), 4.2 nyt

(MSH) , and 6.3 nM (DMDS) ; Lake 303: concentrations up to
9.1 nM (DMS) , 5. 5 nM (MSH) , and 4. 2 nM (DMDS) I .

Sone seasonal patterns for VSc concentrations in
surface r^¡ater were discernible. For example. some lakes

showed a peak in DMS concentration approximateJ.y midway

through the summer (e.9. Lakes 239t 226 South, 302 South,

l-14, creen Lake, orange Lake, and Trout Lake, shaLlov,¡

station; Figs. 2.3 and 2.4A,C| . In other J.akes, hovrêver,

DMS concentrations fluctuated or remained relatively
constant (e.9. Sydney Lake, Linge Lake, Muscl-oi,¿ Lake, and
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Trout Lake, deep station; Figs. 2.3C and 2.4BtC,D). Cos had

a midsumner mini¡num in most lakes (B of the 11 studied;
Figs. 2.34,8 and 2.4).

A test of homogeneity of

equations (Mi J, J- iken 1989) \^/as

for statistically significant
seasonal patterns of the ELA

the form:

coefficients of polynomial

applied to the data to test
differences (p < O.05) in

lakes. Quadratic equations of

log y = ßo + ßr (J,oq x) + ßr(Iog x)2 (3)

were fÍtted to DMS concentration (as y) and day number (as

x) for Lakes 302 South, 226 Southr 114. and 239 (data shown

in Fig. 2.3). Significant fits were found for Lakes 114,

302 South, and 226 South. The anaJ-ysis of covariance

suggested by Mj-I]iken (l-989) was used to test whether the

coefficients ßo, ß,, and ß, were significantly different for
thesè three Iakes. This anaJ.ysis of temporal patterns

suggested that the DMS concentrations in Lakes 302 South,

226 South, and 114 followed the sane pattern, with Lakes

302 South and 226 South described by a common equatj-on. A

significantly larger ßo tern v/as determined for Lake 114.

The COS and DMDS data could not be fitted to snooth curves,

preventing a simj-1ar set of analyses on these cornpounds.

2-4.\, VSC accumulation Lrelor¡ fhe mìr¿erì lavcr in cf r¡l-if iorì
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lakes. In the tvJo lakes where measurements below thè

epilimnia were ¡nade (Lakes 302 South, acidified, and 226

South, reference) , the deeper strata r^rere found to contain

significantly higher concentrations of MSH, DMS, and DMDS

during sumner stratification (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). MSH

accumulated at the highest rate in both lakes (0.98 nnol MSH

m-2 d-r in Lake 3 02 South and O . 81 nmol MSH m-2 d-r in Lake 226

South, Table 2.3). These rates were similar despite the

lower pH of Lake 302 South and el-evated sulfate
concentrations resul-ting fron experimental acidification
(Rudd et al. 1,990; Tabl-e 2.3). Àccumulation rates of DMS

and DMDS, however, were very different in the two lakes.

The DMs accumulation in Lake 302 South (0.57 mmol DMS m-2 dr,

Table 2.3) was about 9 times higher than the DMS rate in
Lake 226 South (0.066 mmol DMS m-2 dr, Table 2.3), No DMDS

could be detected above the sedirnents in Lake 226 South,

v,Ihereas an accunulation rate of O. l-9 nnol DMDS ¡n-2 d-l was

calculated for Lake 302 South. Following fall overturn in
Lake 302 South, the onl-y species detectable throughout the

entire v,¡ater column were COS and DMS, which r¿ere unifor¡n in
concèntration.

2.4.2. Pore-water. fn Lake l-14, pore-water had MSH

concentrations 8.9-l-4 tines higher than the surface vraters.

DMs r,üas also higher in pore-water by factors of l-.8 ând 3.6

(Tabl-e 2.2). No DMDS was detectable in these analyses. Any
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Cos that might have been present was obscured by high

concentrations of H2S and CH4.

2.4.3. Estinrates of VSC flux to the atmosþhere and its
siqnificance in the sulfur budqets of freshwater Iakes.

Estirnates v,¡ere made of sulfur losses to the atmosphere in
four lakes (Table 2.4). The stratified lakes \Àrere not

significantJ-y different from each other (p < o.05) in rnean

f l-uxes of COS, DMS, DMDS, or MSH. The total fluxes from

these lakes ranged fron 804-1,170 nnol S m-2 d'l . The sulfur

flux from unstratified Lake LL4 was significantly greater (p

< o.05) by an order of magnitude (L2t 5oo nnol rn-2 d-r, Table

2,4). This disparity was due principally to consistentl-y

higher concentrations of DMS, MSH, and DMDS.

2-4-4- . The significance

of sul-fur vol-atifization Ín the SOr2' budgets of lakes lvas

estimated (Table 2.4). The total flux could account for
onfy o.3% and 1,OZ of SO12- Iost via SO42- reduction in Lakes

302 South and 239, respectively. Further, the loss of MSH,

DMS, and DMDS from the deeper strata to the atnìosphere at

fafl overturn represented onl-y O.O7Z of the Soo2- l-ost in

Lake 302 South (Table 2.4). In Lake 1L4, however, totaL

sul-fur f l-ux accounted for almost l-52 of the rrlost,' SOo2-.

Therefore, sulfur volatil-ization was an irnportant term in
the Soo2- budget of Lake 114.
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2.5. Discuss ion

2,5.o. concentrations and sources. In this study, DMs

concentrations (Iake means: 0.3L to 6.6 nM, Tables 2.5 and

2.7) urere cornparable to levels found j-n Harnilton Harbour,

Lake ontario (Table 2.7; HoLdway and Nriagu 1987), but about

l-0-fold greater than concentrations in Lake Mendota surface

waters (Table 2.'7; Zír,der and Brock 1978a) . TÌro Antarctic

Lakes, Burton Lake and Organic Lake (Deprez et aI. l-986),

contain DMs at concentrations hj-gher than rnost l-akes

included in this study (TabIe 2.7). DMS concentrations

determined for other environ¡nents, such as oceanic surface

waters, salt nìarshes and wetLands¿ are in some cases higher

and in some cases l-ower than in the lakes of our study

(Tabte 2.7) .

The main precursor of DMS Ín marine systems is dirnethyl

sulfon ioprop ionate (DMSP), a compound considered to play an

ihportant role in algal osmoregulation (e.9. Vairavamurthy

et al. L985). Attempts have therefore been nade to

correlate DMS concentrations with salinity, but salinity

alone is not a good predictor (Iverson et aI. 1989). This

Lack of fit ís underscored by data from the fresh\.{ater lakes

at the ELA, r,rhich have DMS concentrations similar to the

mean open-ocean value (2.6 nM, Table 2.7)r but which differ

in salinity from the ocean by 4 orders of magnitude. The

rat.io of DMS: ch1 a in the Ìakes I o. 2-1 mmol DMs (ng chI a)-1]
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Table 2.7. Concentrations of VSCS determined in a variety
of environrnents. (ND-not detectable)

Species Conc/n Environment
( nM)

Re f erence

DMS 2.63 Ocean-surface waters Andreae and Barnard
t98 4

0.031-- Àtfantic ocean Turner et al. l-9BB

5.77 wetl-ands ( canada ) Nriagu et aI. L9B7
l-,130 eutrophic f/w pond Bechard and Rayburn

L97 9
5-10 salt pond, epilirnnion Wakeham et aI. 1997
4.8- Burton L. (Àntarctic) Deprez et aI. 1986

22 .5 (under ice)
3.2 Organic L. (Antarctic)Deprez et a1. 1986

( surface )
11.3 Schl-einsee-hypo. Henatsch and Juttner

( rnax . value) 1988
0. 63 - Hanil,ton Harbour, Hold\,,¡ay and Nriagu

L.1"5 L. Ontario (surface) L987
0,10 Desjardins canal Caron and Kramer

(single date) l-989
0.016- L. Mendota Zinder and Brock

0.161 (surface) L97 8a
O.32- ELA lakes-surface this study

l-1
ND-5.1 Red Lakes-surface this study

COS O.23- Burton Lake-hypo. Deprez et aÌ. 1986
o .32rrtracerr Schl-e insee-hypo . Henatsch and Juttner

1988
0.79 Desjardins Canal Caron and Kramer

(singJ.e date) 1989
0,10- Delaware Bay Ferek and Andreae

O .37 (surface) I9A4
O,O2- Pacific Ocean Ferek and Andreae

0.06 (surface) 1983
ND-1.13 ELA Lakes-surface this study
ND-0.69 Red Lakes-surface this study

¡lSH 42-63 L. Sch ]e insee-hypo. Henatsch and Juttner
1988

ND stratified lakes this study
(surface )

ND-32 unstratified lakes this study
( surface )

0.76 Desjardins Cana} Caron and Kramer
(single date) 1989
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was nuch snaller, however, than in the ocean (fron about 4

up to 220, Iverson et al.. 1989), and consistent with ratios
observed al"ong estuarine salinity gradients up to 25-3O'/*
(fverson et 41. 1989). Thus, it is irnportant to note that
low salinity does not nean that DMS !,¡i1l be low. ÀIso,

freshwater algae do rel-ease DMS with the addition of

hydroxide (Challenger et al. 1957 and S. Richards, unpubl .

data), although it is not clear if this release indicates

the presence of DMSP or of another dimethyl suLfoniun

conpound .

Despite the sinÍlarity in surface-water DMS

concentrations in stratified lakes and the open ocean, the

thinner diffusive boundary-Iayer thickness j-n the ocean

resuÌts in higher fluxes of DMS to the âtmosphere than

est j-rnated f or our stratif ied l-akes (Tabl e 2 .4) . Total f l-ux

of sul-fur from unstratified Lake 1-L4 was approxinately

0.96-1.6 times the estimated oceanic DMS f l-ux rate, however,

per unit of area (7,900-L3,ooo nnol n-2 d-l , Barnard et aI.

f982) , and is conparable to the mean sulfur flux from a

freshwater pond on cedar Island, Nc (7,100 nmol m-2 d'1, Larnb

et aI. !987).

Previously, volatile species other than DMS !,¡ere

virtually unstudied in lakes. We al-so routinely found COS

in surface waters, at roughly constant level-s and r{ith nean

epilinnetic val-ues of approxirnatefy 0.09-0.61- nM (Table

2.5)^ In other studies (Deprez et aÌ, 1986; Henatsch and
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Juttner 1988), cOS has been detected only in the

hypolinnion. The reported hypolinnetic levets of COS in Lake

Burton (Deprez et al. 1986; Table 2.7), hov/ever, are

comparâble to our surface-water concentrat.ions r. I could not

quantify cos in the deeper strata of our Lakes due to
interference from H2S and CHa. fn eutrophic Desjardins

Cana1, COS concentrations of approxirnately 0.79 nM have been

found (Caron and Kramer f989), which agrees well with the

range found in our study (Table 2,5). In addition, oceanic

studies have found COS at concentrations comparabl,e to the

epilnnia in our study (Table 2.7).

MSH was not usually found in the epilirnnia of

stratified lakes but was generaJ.J.y confined to the

thermocline and hypolimnion where Ievels over 3OO nM v¡ere

found (Fig. 2.18). Henatsch and Juttner (1988) also found

MSH restricted to the hypol j-rnnion in Schleinsee, with

maximal concentrations of approxirnatefy 41.6-62 nM (about 5

times Ìower than rnaxirnal levels found in Lake 302 South,

Fig. 2.1-B) . cS2 has been found in lake systens previously

(Deprez et al. 1986; Henatsch and Juttner l-988) but was not

detected in this study.

The t\.,ro potential sites of volatil-e sulfur production

in fresh\,rater systems are the sedirnents and the water

colunn. I have evidence for inìportant contributions by both

sources, A significant sediment source was suggested by the

folJ-owing: l-ate sunmer concentrations of MSHf DMS, and DMDS
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below the mixed layer significantly greater than

concentrations in the epilimnia (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2); nean

surface water concentrations of MSH, DMS, and DMDS in
unstratified, shal,f ovr Lake 114 higher than in any stratified
lake (Tabl-e 2.5); and, pore-water analyses in Lake 114

indicating concentrations of MSH and DMS approxinately 2-14

times higher than in overlying v/ater (Table 2.2). MSH was

detected only in water with close or recent sedi¡nent contact

such as the surface waters of Lakes 114 and 303 (Fig. 2,3C,

Table 2.5), water below the mixed layer (Figs. Z.I and 2.2),
and Lake 226 South surface waters after fall overturn (Fig.

2,3À). The production of volatil-e sulfur species by

microbial- decomposition in the sedirnents, then, had an

irnportant effect on both the concentration and specì.ation of
the VSC's detected, Pore-vrater of the organic-rich,
floccufent sediment from Lakes 114 and 303 contained

concentrations of MSH and DMS up to 7 times greater than the
pore-water of epil-innetic, sandy sedirnents in Lakes 239, 240

and 302 North (data not sho\,/n ) , Other studies have also

found significant volatile sulfur concentrations in anoxic

marine and lake waters and sedinents (e.g. Henatsch and

Juttner 1988). My data do contrast, however, with the

findings of zinder and Brock (1978 a, b) and l,takeham et aI.
(1987). In the latter study, sediments in a coastal- salt
pond were not a net source of DMS. The difference nay be

due to disparity in rnj.crobial populatì-ons, since Wakeham et
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al-. (1987) found anaerobic phototrophic bacteria capable of

consuming DMS in the hypolirnnion of the salt pond. Zinder

and Brock (1978 a, b) did not find any vSCs other than Hzs

associated h¡ith the sedinents of Lake Mendota and suggested

that sediments acted as a sink for DMS. My resuÌts

denonstrate Èhat this functi-on is not universal for lake

sediments.

Although sedinent production apparently contributed to
surface-water VSc concentrations in shallow lakes, there was

also good evidence for a !,/ater-coLumn source. In all the

stratified lakes, regardless of size ('7.8-34,700 ha; Table

2.5) , there was close sirn j-Iarity in mean surface-\^rater DMS

and COS concentrations, This result woul-d not be expected

unless the dominant site of production $ras the water col-umn,

with similar production rates per unit of volume. Except

for Lakes 114 and 303, al-I of these lakes had Ae:Ve ratios
of O.03-0.11- n'¡ (Tabl-e 2.1). In addition, DMS

concentrations found in Lake Ontario were similar (TabIe

2.7), and its Ae:Ve ratio is even srnaller (6.63 X 10-5 rn-t,

based on data from M. NieJ-son, CCIW/ and US Environ. Prot.

Àgency/Environ. Can. L987). Lakes 1,14 and 303 have Ae:Ve

ratios of 0.59 and 0. 66, respectively (TabJ-e 2. 1) .

Therefore, in lakes with Ae:Ve ratios below a value between

0,11-0.59¿ water-co.lumn production may be most irnportant in

determining surface DMS concentration.

Fornation of DMS in the water col-umn may be due to the
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breakdown of DMSP (e.9. Iverson et aI. 1989), but the

presence of this osmolyte j-n freshwater algae has not been

studied. Other possible sources in the water coÌu¡nn are the

breakdown of su I fur-conta in ing organic matter due to

zooplankton grazing (Dacey and Wakeham 1986), ¡nicrobj-al

decomposition (Kadota and Ishida 1972; Bremner and Steele

1978) or abiotic chernical reactions. COS can be produced

rnicrobially or may originate from the chemical oxidation of

suf fur-conta in ing organic natter (Ferek and Andreae 1984;

Turco et al, 1980; Belviso et aI. 1987). In sealrater, COS

production is unrelated to the act j-vity of living organisns

(Àndreae 1990).

2,5.1. Seasonal Þatterns. As described, there was no

correlation betv,¡een the nean epilirnnetic COS and DMS

concentrations and lake size (Tables 2.1 and 2.5). Time

series denonstrated a tendency for the smal-ler Ìakes (< 200

ha) each to have a midsummer mãxinum in DMS concentration

(Figs. 2.3 and 2.4A) | \^¡hich corresponded to a midsunmer peak

in microbj,aJ. respiration in both the water colunn and in the

sediments (unpubfished data) . Where no seasonal peak was

observed (Figs. 2.48,D) , perhaps nicrobial utiÌization or

gas exchange had increased in addition to production, or no

peak in nicrobial production occurred, coS leveIs renained

relatively constant in each lake throughout the study but

had mid-sum¡ner ninirna in I of the 11 lakes. This pattern
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s¿as unexpected because biological activity is highest ât
that time and COS is most J-ikeIy produced by photooxidation

of dissol-ved organic rnatter (Ferek and Andreae 1984) or the

oxidation of reduced sulfur molecules such as CS2 and

mercaptans (Turco et al. 1980; Belviso et al. 1987).

2.5,2. Effect of pH and sulfate concentration. An

experinental-ly acidified lake (302 South) was compared to
an unacidified reference fake (226 South) to deter¡nine if
there was an effect on surface VSC concentrations by either
acidification or an increase in Soo2- to level-s found in
acidified lakes (Tabl-e 2.6). The lakes were paired because

of their sirnilar bathymetries (Table 2.1-). The surface

u/aters of both the acidified and unacidified lakes had

rerîarkably similar concentrations of epilirnnetic COS and ÐMS

over time (Fig. 2.34), suggesting that acidification had not

affected epilimnetic concentrations of these two VSC,s,

Vairavarnurthy et al-, (l-985) sinrilarly found that for
Hymenomonas carterae r DMS production was independent of

environ¡nental- Soi2- concentration, except at growth-limiting

leve1s .

The rates of DMS and DMDS accumufation below the mixed

layer were markedly higher in acidified Lake 302 south

(Table 2 . 3 ) , although the contrast bet\.,reen lake types nust

be drawn cautiously since it is based on just two systerns.

The higher accumulation rates in Lake 302 South were
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unexpected, however, because DMS production in sediments was

expected to originate from decaying organj-c natter such as

sedirnenting aJ-gal cells, and there has been no j_ncrease in
prirnary production or sedimentation (Rudd et al-. 1990) that
v/ouId stimul-ate decomposition. Furthernore, since surface-
v/ater DMS concentrations were si¡nilar in Lakes 226 South and

302 South (Tab]-e 2.5, Fig. 2.3A) | j-t is unlikel,y the higher

accumul-ation rate resulted from the decornposition of algae

with increased DMSP concentrations. There has, however,

been an increase in dissimilatory so42' reductj.on rates (Rudd

et a]. 1990) Ieading to increased hypolimnetic H2s

production in Lake 302 South. This enhancement coul-d l-ead

to a greater production of DMS biologicaJ-Iy fron nrethylation

of H's to MSH and then to DMS (Drotar et aI. 1997) or

abioticall-y via an interaction between cH4 and H2S (Sorenson

1988). There are not enough data, hov,¡ever, to delineate a

rel-atj.onship between H2S and the organic sul-fur species.

Others (Wakehan et al. 1987) have found that HzS is not an

important precursor in the formation of DMS.

fn acidified systems, one rnight expect a greater flux
of COS to the atnosphere due to reduced hydrotysis of this
corTrpound (Belviso et al. 1987). Lakes 302 South and 226

South had cornparable concentrations of this species

throughout the study (Fiq. 2.34, Table 2.5), ho!,/ever, and

therefore the estimated fLuxes were not significantly
different (Talrle 2.4) "
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RelationshiÞ to sulfate budoets. so42' is removed in
these l-akes by both algal uptake and SOo2- reduction (Rudd et
al-. 1990). A possible fate of this suLfur is volatil-ization
from decomposj,tion of algal sul-fur or from reaction of HzS

wj-th organic matter, This Ìoss route accounted for only a

very snal-1 portion of the SO42' budget, however, even

including losses at fal] overturn frorn the therrnocline and

hypoJ,imnion (Table 2.4). Because volatilization of COS¡ MSH,

DMS, and DMDS in these stratified lakes v,¡as not an

irnportant l-oss route of reduced sulfur, it would not be an

irnportant source of al-kalinity in acidified lakes. fn Lake

l-14, hov,¡ever, the entire mixed layer is in contact with
sediment and al"l- four organj-c species were elevated. Sulfur
vofatiLization was therefore an inportant tern in the SO,,2-

budget of Lake 114 (Table 2.4). Sediment contact thus ¡nay be

an irnportant factor in determining the percentage So42' lost
by volatil-ization.

One route of volatile sulfur loss not studied was the

ebullition from sedinents. Therefore diffusive fluxes
(TabJ-e 2.4) nay underestimate total fluxes.

2.5.4. Contribution to the atmosphere. Volatile sulfur
rel,ease f¡om both water and l-and surfaces can be oxidized in
the atnìosphere and re-deposited in forms such as SO42-

(Charlson et al-. 1987 ) . The total- annual r,Jet deposition of

So.2' in the ELA area is 5-10 mmol m'2 yr'l (Barrie and Hal-es
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l-984). The estimated ffux of sul-fur from deep ELA lakes

(Table 2.4) therefore represented 2-6% of this direct SOo2-

deposition on the lake surface, and shallow Lake L1,4

returned as much as 30-60U, per unit of area. These values

agree v/el.I vrith estimates of the percent contribution of DMs

from wetlands to SOo2- in precipitation (3-18%, Barrie et al.
subnitted; up to 30?, Nriagu et al, 1987). Andreae and

Andreae (1988) found a comparable return to the atnosphere

of precipitated SOo2- in the Ànazon Basin (35å).

fnterestingly, the range in lacustrine sulfur emissions

(8OO-12 , 5oo nmol ¡n'2 d'r , Table 2 . a ) j-s sinil,ar to the range

of total volatile sulfur emissions from rnid-continent soils
in the United States (2oo-9,800 naol m'' d-t, Lan'ìb et al-.

1,987) . Sulfur volatilization from soil-s and lakes in renote

areas may therefore return 2-602 of the suLfur in wet Soo2-

deposition, dependj,ng on the proportion of soil and Lake

types,

Vol,atile species such as COS and DMS pfay an important

role in cloud fornation and clinìate (Bates et aI. 1987,.

Charl-son et aI. 1987; Turco et a1. l-980). To construct

model-s accuratel-y predicting cloud formation and clinate
change, it is necessary to know natural fluxês of volatile
sul-fur species from various aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystens. Based on our data, we estimate the total-

organic volatile sulfur f.l-ux fron Canadian freshwater l-akes

to be 5-76 x 10ó kg S yr-'. fn particular, if the data frorn
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Lakes 114 and 303 (Tables 2.4 and 2.5) characterize other

shallow lakes, there could be a regionally inportant f l-ux of

VSCs in areas where such lakes are abundant, as in the

Hudson Bay Lowlands, the l-argest wetland in North America.

Furthermore, the construction of l-arge, shal-Iow reservoirs

rnay i-ncrease Vsc inputs to the atrnosphere. Already the

surface area of artificial reservoirs built in Canada during

the 1970¿s is equivalent to the surface area of Lake Ontario

(R. Hecky, pers. comn. ), and this source is li-keJ-y to

increase in the future as hydroelectric development

pro9resses.
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3.1. Àbstract

The identities and concentrations of organic votatile
sulfur compounds (VSCs) $/ere deterniined in seven salt lakes

in southern Saskatchewan, Canada, and in freshwater ponds of

the Hudson Bay Lo\^¡Iands (HBL) . The lakes and ponds studied

covered a range of sooz' (o.0002-64 S (Sol-) l-itre'r) and salt
(O.OO3-370 g satt litre-t) concentration over five orders of

magnitude. Lakes with >20 g (So41) Iitre-t had

concentrations of carbonyl- sul-fide (COS), methane thiol-
(MSH), dimethyl sulfide (DMS), dirnethyl- disulfide (DMDS) ,

and carbon disulfide (CS2) that },¡ere several orders of

nagnitude higher than concentrations measured previously in
fakes and in the oceans. DMS rn¡as the dominant species,

reaching the highest yet recorded concentration of 3, OOO nM

in one lake, fn the HBL ponds, even though v¡aters hrere

chemically very dilute, organic VSC concentrations were

similar to those measured previously in Less dilute
freshv/ater Iakes.

There was no correlation between IDMS] and dissolved

salt concentration. Horrever, there was a correlation
between Soo2' concentration and (i) DMSf (ii) MSH and (iii)

totaMc concentration j.n the salt lakes. f,Jhen taking all
Lakes and ponds together, DMS concentrations were si¡niLar in
systems covering a range of Soo2' concentration over five
orders of magnitude [0.0002-20 g (SO4]) litre'l¡, but above
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this concentration range, large increases in DMS

concentrations v/ere observed.

The mean flux of total organic sul-fur to the atnosphere

from the salt lakes ranged fron 2.5-4OO pmol rn-2 d-r. In at

least four lakes, rnore suffur was Ìost to the atnosphere

than !,¡as deposited onto the Lake surface as SOo2-.
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3.2. Introductíon

Biogenic sulfur gases are produced both chemicâlly and

biochemically in a variety of environments. Species such as

dimethyl sulfide (DMS) and carbonyl sulfide (COS) are of
particuÌar significance due to their roles in climate

modification (Hofnann 1990, Charlson et a1. l-997) and global

sulfur cycling (Aneja and Cooper 1989) . Much attention has

therefore been placed on understanding factors affecting DMS

production in the oceans, and that of its principal rnarine

precursorr dirnethyJ. su I fon ioprop ionate (DMSP) . Attenpts to
l-ink factors such as salinity and Chl a to DMS and DMSP have

indicaÈed cornplex rel-ationships in which phytoplankton

speciation and cell disruption by zooplankton grazing are

significant factors (Keller et a1. 1989, Dacey and Wakeham

r_e86).

Most efforts have been directed at studying DMS in
marine settings (for a revie\.,J¿ see Àndreae 1990). There are

few data for freshwater systerns (J.ow dissolved sal-t and SO42-

concentratj-on) or hypersaline environments. In this study I
have extended the chenical- spectrum of aquatic systens

investigated by studying athalassic salt lakes in the

inter j-or prairie region of North Anerica and chemically

diLute r.,¡etland ponds in the Hudson Bay Lowlands (HBL; Tabl-e

3.1). This study has thus covered a f j.ve order of magnitude

range of SO.2- concentration (mean values; O,OOO2-64 g (SOol)



Table 3. 1. Geographic

studied systems. ( Sal-t

1978)
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and morphonetric

lakes data from

summary of the

Hammer and Haynes

system
West North Ào
Longitude Latitude (ha) (m)

z_
(Ír)

Prairie salt
Hunìbo ldt
Pat i ence
wal,dsea
B QuilI
L Manitou
Chaplin E
chapl j-n w

Hudson Bay
Low I ands

Lakes

105006'
LO6a20 t

lo5aL2 '
lo 4022 '
105030'
lo 6037 '
lo6042'

5zoog,
5200'7 t

520L7'
51055,
5La4g'
5o026 |
50426 t

L't 20
970
460

307 40
t-330
14 10
t9 40

8.0
2.O

14.3
2.6
5.2
<1
<l-

!_?
8.1
1.5

t_t

Northern Ontario wetland

approx . approx.
51"

0. 05-2 0 0. 1-1 o. 1-1



Tab1e 3,2. Cherni ca 1

( Chemical

ro2

sumaary of the studied systems.

ranges for May to October l_990)

Lake
I soo2-]

( g t itre-')
Di ssoLved

( g I itre-r)

I onic
Strength Dornj-nant

(M) Anion

Prairie salt lakes

Hunboldt L.7 -2. o
Patience 2.O-7.2
Waldsea 1,4 .7 -LB .
B QUiII 45.).-67.6
L Manitou 47.7-65.2
Chaplin E 58. 0-121.8
Chaplin w 54.6-98.5

CFen 0. 00006

Conparative systems

Sea-water $ 2.8
Freshwa ter
ELÄ mean ll o.oo¡

t Ã-'t ,l

l-37.5-368.3
24.8-42.L
66 .4-A9 .9
90.5-1,L4 .4
76.4-175.5
80.4-158.8

o. o5-0. 07 soo2-
5.57-5.80 CI- +

0.63-0.90 SOor-
1.81-l-.97 SO.2'
2 .2L-2 .64 SOo2'

L.67-3 .77 SOo2-

1.34-3.21 SOo2-

Northern Ontario wetlanal

HBL + Kin o. ooo2-0. ooog o. oo35
ïFen 0. 00002 0.0254

o . or42

HC03-
HCO3-
HC03-

c1-
HC03-
HCO3'

34.9
< 0.5
0. 008

0. 65

Dissolved salt concentration for the salt l-akes based

on total- weight of Na+, K*, Mg,t, caz*, Fe2+, 'lrInzt,

cf-, so42', Hco3-, co32', N02-, No3', NH1+

Patience Lake has becone cl-- dominated artificially
from potash nine tailings (Hanner and parker l_984)

HBL, Hudson Bay lowlands. Kin = Kinosheo, I =

Interior, C = Coastal, Dissolved salt concentration

based on total weight of the rnajor ions: Na+, K+, Mg2+,
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(TabJe 3.2, continüed)

ca2+, c l-, and Soo2'.

0 Seawater ISO42-] and salt concentration: Wa1ton smith

1974; Ionic strength: Stunm and Morgan L97O

ll ELA, Experimentaf Lakes Area (Armstrong and Schindler

r97 r)
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litre-l , Table 3.2) and dissolved salt concentration

(0.003-370 g saJ,t Iitre'r, TabIe 3.2), and extends

measurenents of organic volatile sulfur compounds (Vscs) to
previously unstudied hypersaline (> 4O g sal-t litre'r)
environrnents, rich in SOo2- and CI- sal-ts.

The extrenely wide chemical range of these non-rnarine

systems has a1Ìowed relationships between the concentrations

of dissolved saJ-t, SO,2-, and volatil,e sulfur to be

examined. Because So,2' is a source of sulfur for voLatile

sul,fur production, variations in its concentration nay in
turn influence organic VSC concentrations. Furthernore,

the concentration of dissolved sal-t nay infLuence at Least

one species, DMS, since its marj-ne precursor (DMSP) is
thought to act in algal osnoregulation. Therefore, both

SOo2- concentration and dissolved salt concentration may

influence organic VSC concentrations (Vairavamurthy et aI.
L985, Reed 1983, Dickson et. al. l-980). Except at gro$/th-

lirniting concentrations (< O.O7 g litre'r¡ of Soo2', sal,ini-ty

has been identified as the more important parameter. In

sjtu data agree with these cufture studies (Richards et. aI.
1991, Iverson et. aI. 1989). However, the maximum salinity

in these investigations h/as approximateLy 7O "/*, and the

maxinun So42' concentration approximately 3 g l-itre-t. In the

present study, concentrations of dissol-ved salt and so42- up

to 370 g salt ]itre'r and 120 g (Soqz') litre'r, respectively,

were studi-ed,
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3.3. Materials anal Methods

3.3.0. Studv site. The five salt Ìakes and t$¡o pfayas

(l-akes in very shall-ow depressions which may ternporarily
evaporate to dryness) included in this study are Located in
southern Saskatchewan, Canada, approximatel-y 5O-52oN, and

l-04-107o1¡l (Table 3.l-) , Fj_ve lakes, patience, Big euilI,
lrlaJ-dsea, Humboldt, and Little Manitou, are part of the

Saskatchewan Plains physj.ographic division, whereas Chaplin

Playa is in the Àlberta High plains (Hanner and Haynes

1978). Extensive physical and chemical characteri z ation of
these lakes has been reported earlier (e.g. Hanmer and

Haynes 1978 and Hamnìer f97g) , and only a brief surnmary is
given here (Table 3.2), It should be noted, however, that
although the seven lakes studied encompass a large range of
ion concentrationsr aIl are SO42- dominated except for
Patience Lake (Cl-' doninated) . Most lakes experienced J-arge

seasonal fluctuations in water chemistry throughout the

study (2-3 fold variations in Soo2- and dissolved salt
concentration, Table 3,2). These concentration changes are

caused by the dilution effects of freshlrater (e.g. snowmel_t

and precipitation), and the concentrating effect of
evaporation dur j.ng the sunner.

Sampl-es were also obtained from thirteen vretl-and ponds

in the Hudson Bay Lowlands (HBL) in northern ontario, Canada

(Table 3.L)" Ponds were sanpled at three sites in the
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Northern Wetlands Study: Kinosheor an open bog area with
acidic ponds, and two fen sites (interior and coastal) with
neutral to alkaline ponds (Jeglum and Cone1l 1982, PaIa and

Boissonneau 1982) .

3.3.1. Sarnplinq method. Water sarnples were taken by hand

approxirnately 50 cm belorv the surface, except in shallow

playas and HBL ponds (Chaplin, East and West basins) where

the accessible water was often l-ess than 10 cn in depth. In

these systens, water samples were taken just under the air-
water interface, with as little disturbance to the sediments

as possible. Chloranphenicol and tetracycì-ine (125 and 75

mg Liter'r, respectivel-y; Kiene and Bates 1990) were added

irnnediately to eliminate microbial activity which rnight

affect sample integrity. Samples were i¡nmediately placed on

ice in the dark untit analysis (within 3 days). Lakes were

sanpl-ed approximately every 3-4 weeks from ice-out (early

May) until the end of Septembert L990. For HBL samples,

!,retland ponds \^/ithin each zone were nunbered, and selected

pools were sanpled betweeen l- and 5 times from June to
october, 1990.

3.3.2. Volatile sul fur analvses. Organic volatile sulfur
concentrations were determined by gas chronatography

(Richards et al. 1"991) . Briefty, a purge-and-trap technique

v,/as used to pre-concentrate the vofatile sulfur compounds in
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a U-trap ímmersed in J.Íquid nitrogen. A gas chronatograph

(Varian 3700) equipped with a flame photometric detector

(GC-FPD) enabled quantitation and identification of the

different sulfur gases, The temperature progranme was as

follov/s: 3O"C (1 minute hold) , lOoC min-r to 1o5oc (9 ninute

hold). caseous sulfur compounds were identified by

retention time comparisons to suffur standards (Aldrich),

The sample analysis scheme for salt lakes (Fig. 3.1)

included a filtration step. Fil,tratj.on is not inportant for
chenically dilute freshlvater sarnples (Richards et aI. L99L),

but is usually perf orrned prior to DMS analyses in marine

sampfes due to the potentiaÌ disruption of DMSP-containing

algal cel1s. Unf j-l-tered water from some lakes (e.9. Big

QuilI) consistentl-y gave higher DMS concentrations than

fiftered samplês. A filtration step lvas therefore included

in the analysis of al-I salt lakes. Because HBL sanpLes vrere

freshwater and were not expected to contain DMSP, they were

analyzed without f iltration.
Following volatil-e sulfur analysis, filtered water vras

subjected to (a) Chro¡nium II ICr (]I)l reduction for

determj,nation of aqueous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSo)

concentrations (Andreae 1980a) , and (b) sodium hydroxide

(NaOH) hydrol-ysis for DMSP analyses (Keller et aI. 1989).

The volatile sulfur species resulting from these treatnents

v,¡ere trapped and analyzed as described above. ParticuLaÈe

rnaterial collected on the filters \{as al-so treated with



Figure 3.1. Analysis schene used for salt lake

sanples. The chromium reduction step was used to rel-ease

any MSH bound to metal ions. H2S released by this treatnent
was not quantified.
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Cr(II) and NaOH, and the volatile sulfur products anal-yzed

in the same manner. cr(II) was used. for DMSO anal-yses

despite the low yield (42å, Andreae 19BOa) in preference to
sodiun borohydride, which can l-ead to DMS reLease fron DMSP

(Àndreae 1980 a, b). HBL sânìples were not tested for the
presence of DMSP or DMSO.

3.3.3. Estimation of sulfur ffux to the atrnosnhere.

Sul-fur fÌux was calculated using the stagnant f il¡n model of
gas exchange (Lewis and Whitrnan f9z4). This nodet is based

on the following equation:

F = k ( C"o-C,,u,,.,)

where: F : f l-ux to the atmosphere

k = nass transfer coefficient
c"q = aqueous concentration of gas

C,u,,o, = atmospheric concentration of gas

Mass transfer coefficients were obtained from calcul-ated

nolecular diffusivitj,es and estinated boundary layer
thicknesses. Molecular diffusivities at 2OoC for each

specj-es were calculated by the method of Wilke and Chang

(L955), updated by Hayduck and Laudie (1974) and using

viscosities appropriate for the chernistry of each lake.

Boundary l-ayer thicknesses were estimated from wind speed
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measurelrents (ÂES Canada) at the closest major centre
(saskatoon: Humboldt, Bj.g euill,, Wal-dsea, Little Manitou,

and Patience Lakes; Moose Jaw: Chaplin East and t^Iest

Pl-ayas) . Wind speed measurements !/ere used to estimate

diffusive boundary layer thickness using the data of
Wanninkhof et aI. (1986). Since a saJ-inity of up to 75 '/*
(NaCl doninated) does not affect the relationship betrreen

wind speed and boundary Layer thickness (Vtanninkhof 19g6),

any effect of salinity on boundary layer thickness was not
included in the cal-culations. Because DMS occurred at
extremely high concentrations in several systems (up to 3

pM), f l-uxes for this species were corrected for atnrospheric

DMS concentrations using Henryrs law constants for reduced

sulfur compounds in seawater (Adewuyi 1999). Ffuxes were

calculated for each sampling date, and averaged to generate

a ¡nean flux for the period May to Septenber.

3.3.4. Tota1 sulfur content of alqae. Benthic or

suspended al-gal cJ.unps r¡/ere collected, washed r¿ith distilled
water¿ and analyzed for total sulfur content using the

rnethods of Tabatabai and Bremner (1970) and Anaral et al.
(1e8e).

using an

vessels

Ekman dredge, and

with no headspace.

Sedirnents were coll-ected

stored anaerobical-Iy on ice in
Sedirnent pore-water vJas obtained
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by centrifuging sedinrent at 3,Ooo rpm for approximately 20

nin under anoxic conditions, Àn aliquot of the pore-!,¡ater

was analyzed as described above.

3.3.6. RadioÈracer analvses. The formation of organic VSCS

f rorn hydrogen sulfide (HrS) was exa¡nined by analyzing the

volatile radiol-abelled sulfur species produced from 3ssOoz-.

Nar3ssoo (specific activity: 5.4 X 10ó dprn pmol-r S) was added

to surface water of undisturbed sedinent cores obtained from

Chaplin West pl-aya, and these were incubated for about 70

hrs at in situ tenperatures. Sedirnent pore-water, obtained

by centrj-fugation, was analyzed for 3sS-organic VSCs as

described el-sevJhere (AmaraÌ et aI., in prep.). Briefly, a

splitter connected to the end of the cc colurnn before the

FPD detector allowed column effluent to be trapped in
saturated HgCI2. This was then analyzed in a scintillation
counter for 3ss-activity associated with the various volatile
sulfur species.

3.3.7 . Chemical ana lvses

Mnz+, cr-, so42-, Hco3', co32-, No2'

were determined as described

L9'77) . The sum of these ions

dissolved saft concentrat ion

the text.

¿ N03-, NH4*) concentrations

el-sewhere (Stainton et. aI.
was used to deternine the

(in g litre-r) referred to in

Oxygen concentrations bTere determined using the Winkl-er
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nethod. Although the MiIler method is ¡nore accurate when

high carbonate concentrations are present (Walker et. al.
L97o) | significant underestirnates (> 10 U ) of oxygen occur

v¡ith the Winkler method only above 50 neq (HCo3- + cO32')

l-itre'r. This is approximately twice the dissolved inorganic

carbon (DIC) concentrations in the salt Lakes studied here.



3.4. Results

3.4.0. Species and concentrations in surface vJaters. Five

organic volatile sulfur co¡lìpounds (Vscs) vJere detected in
the surface waters of the Lakes studied: COS, MSH, DMSf CS2,

and DMDS. Each saline l-ake or pÌaya contained alL five
species at some point in the open water season (Tabte 3.3).
DMS occurred at the highest concentrations in Chaplin lrfest,

up to 3050 nM S (Aug. 15, chapl,in west; Table 3.3, Fig.
3.2Cii). Time-we j,ghted nean surface v/ater concentrations of
the individual species, COS, MSH, DMS, CS2, and DMDS,

differed by up to three orders of magnitude among lakes

(Table 3.3),

Mean total- VSC concentrations in the east and !,/est

basins of Chaplin pl-aya v,rere 4-10 times greater than the

next highest system, Big Qui]} Lake, and 70-1BO times

greater than the nìean total concentrations Ín HunboLdt and

Patience Lakes. The latter tv¡o Iakes had the lowest mean

total VSC concentrations, at 8.64 and 9.96 nM, respectively,
HBL sarûpl-es also contained the same five organic VScs,

but nost species were onl-y transiently detectable, depending

on the site studied (Table 3.3). Although the Kinosheo

region contained concentrations of cos, MSH, DMS, cS2, and

DMDS sinilar to Hurnboldt Lake (nean concentrations: nd-4.4

nM), the coastal and interior fens generaLly had

concentrations of organic VSCs about 5O% lower (rnean
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Tab]e 3.3, Time-weighted mean surface water concentrations.

Salt systens are listed in order of increasing [SO4'?-] ( X =

time-weighted mean; R : range; ND : not detected) .

Vol-atil-e sulfur concentration (nM)

System COS MSH DMS CSz DMDS

Prairie satt lJakes

Hunboldt I o.ss i..7 2.3 1.6 z.s
R 0.44-0.60 ND-8.3 0.94-3.9 ND-3.0 0,67-4.5

Patience i o.esz o.2g 3.9 2.3 1.6
R 0.53-r-.4 ND-1.5 1.7-8.3 0.75-3.6 ND-3.6

wal-dsea i o.so 1.1 36.6 o.B5 l-.0
R ND-o.86 ND-4.7 6.2-L33.9 ND-l-.8 ND-3.0

Big Quill X O.SO 6.6 r57 r.2 1.3
R 0.64-1.2 1.4-18 60-228 ND-6.0 ND-3.2

Little X O.SZ 4.6 43 1.5 4.1
Manitou R 0.40-0.94 ND-22 3.2-I7O ND-3.6 ND-13

Chaplin X q,'l ]2o 423 69 56
East R 1.5-19 23-600 53-1430 ND-480 5.0-21_0

Chaptin X z,ø 180 r2g} 24 68
West R 7.7-27 ND-650 l-1-0-3050 ND-130 18-200

Hudson Bay lotrlands, northern ontario'
Kinosheo X O.'lZ-Z.Z ND-1.0 O.39-4.4 ND-o.83 ND-0.97
(7) R 0.37-2.4 ND-2.4 O.37-7.8 ND-z.7 ND-l.8

coastal i o. ¡z-r. r ND o. 35-t. B ND ND
Fen (3) R ND-1.6 ND ND-2.8 ND ND

Interi-or i o.+s-o.Ez ND o.4B-0.90 ND-1.1 ND
Fen (3) R 0.26-0.68 ND ND-1.0 ND-1.4 ND

number of ponds sanpled are given in parentheses
following the region nane; range in means are for all
ponds sanpled
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Figure 3.2. Organic volatil_e sulfur concentrations in
the salt lakes. Each sulfur compound is presented

separately, with the upper paneJ- designated (i) containing
data for Hunrboldt, Waldsea, Patience, Big euiJ_1, and Littl_e
Manitou Lakes. The lower panel designated (ii) contains

data for Chaplin West and Chapl, j.n East.

(A) cos (B) MSH (c) DMS (D) cs2 (E) DMDS
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concentrations: nd-1.8 nM;

MSH, DMS/ CS2, and DMDS in

nagn j,tude lov/er than found

than 20 s (sol') litrer.

t- 18

Table 3,3) . concentrations of

â11 lvetland ponds were orders of

in sal-t lakes ú¡ith ISo42-] greater

3.4.1. TemÞoral Þatterns. In each salt lake, there was a

cl,ear seasonal peak in the concentration of DMS. For five
of the seven systems this occurred in early June (Littl,e

Manitou and Humboldt, Fig. 3.2ci) , or early July (Wal-dsea,

Patience, and Big Quill, Fig. 3.zci). The v,rest and east

basins of Chaplin playa had peaks in late August and

Septenber, respectively (Fig. 3.2Cii) .

other specj-es such as MSH and DMDS had clear maxima in
all salt lakes (Fig. 3.28,E) . The highest concentration of

MSH measured !,¡a s 650 nM (Chaplin West, Table 3.3, Fig.

3.2Bii). Peaks in MSH and DMDS coincided except for one

lake¡ Chaplin West (Fig. 3.2 Bii,Eii). Concentrations of

MSH and DMDS were al-ways lol¡er than DMS except for singi-e

points in Hurnboldt and Patience Lakes (Fig. 3.2 Bi, Ei),
The concentration of cos varied the least, with only a

l-O-fo]d difference in mean concentration between the salt

lakes (Fig, 3.24, Table 3,3). A cIêar peak in COS

concentration was observed in Chaplin Pl-aya onIy, after
substantial evaporation had occurred in September (Fig.

3.2Aii). cos concentrations remained rel-atively constant at

0.5-1.0 nM in five of the seven lakes (Fig. 3.2Ài). CS2
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aÌso had no seasonal peak in five systenrs (Humboldt,

Wal-dsea, Patience, Big Qui1l, and Littl-e Manj_tou Lakes; Fig.

3.2Di). However, in Chaplin playa, a ]ate season maxirna of
CS2 was observed, coinciding with the peak in COS

concentration (Figs. 3.2Aii. Dii).
Two freshwater HBL ponds (Interj.or Fen, pond 22 and

Kinosheo, Pond 1O) were sampled frequently enough to analyze

temporal patterns. I4hile the concentration of COS in pond

22 (Fiq. 3,3'è'i) remained relatively constant, the

concentrations of DMS and CS2 reached maxima in late sunner

and fall, respectivley. Concentrations in pond to were

higher (Tabte 3.3, Fig. 3.38), and showed greater

variabj-J.ity throughout the season. With the exception of
DMS which peaked in Septernber, COS, MSH, CS2, and DMDS (Fig.

3.3Ai,Bi) were present at the highest concentrations in the

spring and faIl. Seasonal variations in the total
concentration of all organic VSCs indicated a slight
increase in the late summer and fal-l in pond 22 (Fig.
3.3Aii), and spring and fall nìaxima in pond 10 (Fig.

3.3Bii) .

3.4,2. correlation bet\,Jee¡ sulfate and organic VScs.

within the salt l-ake data set, there was a significant
correlation betv/een mean SO42' concentration and (i) rnean DMS

concentration (correlation to logr0 IDMS], r = 0.93;

0.005<P<0.01-) , (ì.1) mean MSH concentration (correlation to



Figure 3.3. Organic volatile sul-fur concentrations in
two ponds in the Northern Wetland Study. The upper panel

designated (i) contains data for individual species. The

J-ower panel designated (ii) shows data for the sum of

individual species.

(A) Interior Fen, Pond 22

(B) Kinosheo, Pond l-0
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l-ogr0 [MSH], r = 0.90, 0.02<P<0.05), and (iii) lnean total
organic VSC concentration (correlation to logr0 [tota]-
organic VSCI , r : 0.93, O. OO5<P<0.01,. Fig. 3.4) . No

correl-ations with SO.2- concentration !r'ere found for COS,CS2,

and DMDS. Significantly, there was no correlation betr.reen

dissol-ved salt concentration and (i) mean total organic VSC

concentration (r = -o.LZ), or (ii) mean DMS concentration (r

- -v.rz).

Estimates of flux to the atmosphere. Mean organic

Vsc atnospheric flux differed arnong the sal-t lakes by almost

2oo tines, from 2.5 ¡lnrol m'2 d-' (patience Lake, Table 3.4),
to 4oo ¡-r,mo l- rn-2 d-r (chaplin West, Table 3.4) . The

significantly higher f l-uxes fro¡n the east and west basins of

Chaplin playa were principally due to the very high

concentrations of MSH and DMS.

3.4.4. DMSP. DMSO. Chl a. and the sulfur content of alqae,

In the saLt 1akes, aqueous DMSo concentrations ranged up to
180 nM. Howeverf only in Humboldt, Patience, and Little
Manitou Lakes was DMSO a comparativeJ.y significant pooL of

sulfur, often 2-3 times greater than DMS concentrations

(Table 3.5). fn four systems (Biq Qui11, Chaplin West,

Chaplin East, and Waldsea), ÐMSo concentrations were usualÌy

less than 1/10 DMS concentrations. DMSO correÌated to DMS

in Chaplin East pl-aya onl-y (r = 0.82; O.O5<P<0.10).



Figure 3.4. Correlation between mean sulfate
concentration and mean volatile sulfur concentration. The

mean vol-atiIe sul-fur concentration was plotted on the y-axis

as a loglo value. Mean values are time-weighted averages for
aIL ¡neasurements rnade in 1990.
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Table 3.4.

725

Estinates of sulfur flux to the atnosphere for
the period May to Septenber l-990.

Lake species Flux
Range

( irmo I s n'2 d'r )
Mean Total

Humboldt COS
MSH
DMS
ÇÞz
DMDS

Patience COS
MSH
DMS
ç12
DMDS

Waldsea cos
MSH
DMS
/.r c
"e2
DMDS

Big Qui J.l cos
MSH
DMS
Lù2
DMDS

Littl-e Manitou CoS
MSH
DMS
CS,
DMDS

Chapl- in East cos
MSH
DMS
LÞ2
DMDS

Chapl-in West COS
MSH
DMS

DM-DS

0.4
r.2
1.1
?.2

6

^ ))
0. 07
0.8
o.7
0.4

o .24
0.8

40
0.35
o.7

35
0.5

0.8
1.0

60
o.4
)q,

2L
o.7

30
2.5

65
30
45
JU

200
4

65
3L5

15
35

400

0 .25-O .7
ND-7
0.4-3.1
ND-1.8
o.25-6

0.Lt-0.5
ND-0.4
0.3-l_.8
o .20-r .2
ND-1.0

ND-0.7
ND-4.0
2 . t-L60
ND-o.72
ND-2.7

o.2-o.9
ND-9
45-80
ND- 5
ND-3

0.2-o.6
ND-15
1.1-100
ND-1.2
ND-9

0. 6-10
7-300
2r- 650
ND-260
? . 5-t2

l-.1-15
ND-210
60-800
ND-7 5
9-105
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Tab]e 3.5. Chlorophyll a, DMSPT, and DMSo. (R = range,. I =

mean; ND = not detected)

Lake chl a' DMS:Chl a (X 103) DMSpr+ DMSO+
(¡ng m-t) (rnrnol nrg'r) (nM) (nM)

HunboLdt R 68-170 O.O22 ND-1l ND-71
x r,06 4 IO

Patience R 21-150 0.057 1.0-l-8 ND-62
x 68 10 11

Waldsea R 0.77-1.9 30.5 2.3-65 0.86-93
x I.2 50 !7

B Quill R 42-180 I.2 22-T,4OO 5.2-To2
x 130 800 2I

L Manit R 2.3-8.8 7.8 0.96-24 O.43-r4
x 5.5 20 6

chap E R 2.3-30 2L.2 2.!-250 4.O-II4
x 20 110 2t

chap W R 9.5-39 64.5 25-550 8.1-l-80
x 20 340 36

' n=3
* DMSPr: Both particulate and aqueous DMSP; n = 5

* DMSo: Values !r'ere correcled for a cr(II) reduction

yieJ-d of 42U (Àndreae l-980a),' n = 5
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Mean DMSP concentrations r¡/ere 2-5 fold higher than the

nean DMS concentrations in four systems (HunboÌdt, patiencê,

Waldsea and Big Quj-11 Lakes, Tables 3.3/ 3.5). Again,

Chaplin East pl-aya was the only system with a correlation
between the two species (r = 0.9; 0.05<p<o.l_o). The highest

total DMSP (DMSPT; aqueous and particulate fractions)
concentrations were detected in Big euiLL Lake (up to 14OO

nM, Tabl-e 3.5), a systen which also had high ChI a values

(up to 180 nìg rn'3, Table :.5¡. plankton identification was

performed on one sample from each lake in order to correlate
DMSP production and algal speciation (Table 3.6).

Mean Chl a concentrations in most systems (Hunboldt,

Patience, Biq QuiII, Chaplin East, Chaplin West) ranged fron
2O-l-30 m9 n-1, and only Waldsea and Little Manitou had neans

less than 10 rng m-3 (Table 3.5). Mean DMS concentration:

nean chL a ratios ranged from 2.2 X 1or to 6.5 X 10'2 mg rn3

(Tab]e 3.5) ,

Suspended al-gaI cLumps obtained fron Big Quill and

Little Manitou Lakes contained 2.oZ and 1.42 S g-1 dry !,reight

(Table 3.7). This is at the upper range of values

deterrnined elsewhere for freshwater algae (Table 3.7).
Separate analyses of inorganic and organic sulfur r¡/ere not

done, but other studies have found sulfur in viâbÌe algae in
predoninantly organic forms (Anaral et aI., in prep.).

Volatì Je sltlft¡¡ nrodrr¡l.i ¡¡n fr-nm r¡dinlaÞ'el1o¡l
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Table 3,6. Pl-ankton identification. The order of listing
is not significant.

Lake' Date Plankton identi fication

Humbol-dt 24 July Stephanodiscus niagarae
Aphanizomenon llos aquae
Ch[oononos aclJta
Pseudoanabaena sp.
Pediastrum boryanium

Patience 25 Jul-y DunaTieTTa sp.

InlaLdsea 24 Jul-y Chaetocera sp.
Peridiniun cf , poLoniun
chry sochronuL ina parv a
F I enod inium gynnodiniun
Echinocoleum sp,
Rhodomonos minuta
oocystis sp.
strobifidíun ( proto z oa )
Hef ioz oan
Nitzschia cfosteriùm (diatorn)
Anphidiun sp.
(rotifers eating oocystis )

Big QuitI 24 Jul-y oocystis cf. soLitaria
GLenodiniun cf. edax
Carteria sp.
Nitzschia cTosteriun
l[esodinium cf . puTix (protozoa)
.Askenasia sp. (protozoa)
chaetocera sp,

Chaplin E 24 July EugLena sp,
noviculoÍd diatom in muciJ-age
( zooplankton feces and detritus)

Chaplin W 24 Jufy rnostly detritus
noviculoid diatorns and euglinoids

' Sanple from Little Manitou Lake was not preserved

adequately for identj. fication
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Table 3.7, SuIfur content of viable algae.

EstÍmated S
A1gal source 2S/g dry wt. content as

DMSP (å)'

Big Quill 2.0 2.3-5,02
Little Manitou I.4 0.5-l-.33
I,ake 302 S + o. 17-0,86 Not Done

nean: 0.55
ttavg. " algae * 0.6 Not Reported
freshwater lakes 0.15-1.58 s Not Reported

in SE US

' DMSP Z estimated from Chl a and DMSP concentrations,

and using a ratio of carbon: Chl a of 100:l-, by weight

(Hecky and Kilham 1988 )

+ freshwater lake at the ExperimentaÌ Lakes Area,

Ontario, Canada; algal data (J. Àmara1, pers. cornrn. )

* ¡. P. Heatey 1973

! col-drnan el aI. !97 2
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sulfate. Hr35S was the only detectable

species produced from 35soo2- in Chaplin

No 35S activity was associated wì-th any

sulfur peaks.

free volatile sul-f ur

West sediment cores.

of the other vol,ati Ie



3.5. Discuss ion

3.5.O. . ThÍs h¡ork spans a

natural range of aqueous Soo?- and c1' concentrations, from

o.0oo2 to 120 g (soo2-) litre'r (TabJ-e 3.2), and O.OO01 to 272

S (cl-) litre-r (data not shown). The ]ow extreme r..ra s

represented by HBL samples, v/hich have concentrations of
SOo2' and dissol-ved saft 1,OOO-IOrOOO times l-ower than the

ocean, and the upper extreme \,./a s represented by hypersaline

Chaplin playa and Patience Lake.

Surface water sanples from Chaplin playa had

concentrations of organíc VSCS (e.9. MSH, DMS) two to three

orders of magnitude greater than other marine and freshv¡ater

systems (Table 3.3; Richards et aI. 1991). Chaplin playa

had Soo2- concentrations approximately 2o-40 times greater

than those in the ocean/ and its dissolved salt
concentration (and Íonic strength) were 2-6 tines greater

tban the ocean (Table 3.2). DMS concentrations as high as

3,050 nM were detected in this )-ake, and are the highest yet

reported in a natural- aqueous system. Interestingly, DMS

concentrations in Patience Lake were almost three orders of

magnitude lower than DMS concentrations in Chaplin playa

(Patience Lake, rnean DMS concentration: 3.9 nM, Tabl-e 3.3).

The dissolved sal-t concentration in Patience Lake was

comparable to, or higher than, chaplin playa (0.8-4.8 tirnes

chaplin Playa), but it contained nuch lo'J¿er concentrations
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of so42' [2 . o-'7 .2 g (so42') titre-', Table 3 . z ¡ .

Five lakes in this study (Waldsea, Little Manitou and

Big QuiÌl Lakes, chaplin East and West) had nean surface DMS

concentrations 5.5-3¡700 tirnes greater than the fresh h¡ater

values of northwestern Ontario lakes (Table 3.3; Richards et

aI. l-991). Six of the salt systens (Waldsea, Littl,e
Manitou, Patience, Big QuiII, chaplin East and West) had

mean DMs concentrations 1.5-490 times the mean surface v¡ater

oceanj-c DMS concentration (Table 3.3; oceanic mean: 2,6 nNI I

Àndreae and Barnard 1984 ) .

Two Antarctic saline lakes, Burton and Organic Lakes

(Deprez et al. l-986, Franznan et aÌ. 1987), have surface

v/ater DMS concentrations less than 20 nM, v/ith maximurn

concentrations of 1600 nM (organic Lake) in the

¡noninolimnion just above the oxic-anoxic interface. This

¡nonimolimnetic concentration in Organic Lake v,¡as previousty

the highest recorded DMS concentration. Organic Lake and

ChaplÍn playa di-ffer about 2-fold in salt concentration

(approx. 2oo g salt litre'r , and 80-180 g salt litre-r,

respectively) , and contain substantially different ion

ratios (Table 3.2; Franzmann et aI. 1987). There is sorne

evidence suggesting H,S reacts with organic matter to

produce precursors of organic VSCs (see below). This

mechanism of formation could explain the extrenely high

concentrations of DMS (> 2,000 nM, Tabl-e 3.3) that were

detected j-n surf ace \,/aters of chapl-in p1aya, even with
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exchange to the atnosphere, Because SO.2- reduction does not

occur in Organic Laker and H2S was not detected (Franzmann

et aI. l-987), formation via H2S would probably not occur in
this lake.

cos was present in 5 salt lakes (Humboldt, Patience,

Waldsea, Big QuiLl and Little Manitou Lakes) at

concentrations comparable to freshwater Canadian Shiel-d

lakes at ELA (Table 3.3; Richards et aI. 1991), and about 2

tines Burton Lake in the Antarctic (Deprez et aI. 1986).

Hov¿ever, Chaplin playa (East and West basi.ns) had mean cos

concentrations 5-15 tinres higher than the other five salt
systems in this study, Interestingly, MSH $/as detectabLe

in the surface waters of all the salt lakes in this study

regardl-ess of lake depth, whereas it was detected onl-y once

in the epilirnnia of stratified freshwater lakes (Richards et

al. 1991), and was usually not detectable in HBL sanples

(Table 3.3), Mean concentrations of DMDS were 0.7-34OO

tines ¡nean val-ues for stratified and unstratified freshwater

l-akes at the ELA.

While high So42' lakes had dramatically increased

concentrations of VSCS/ Iakes with extrenely Iow SO42-

concentrations had VSCs similar to many intermediate SO42-

waters. Ponds at the Klnosheo site on the HBL [0,0002-
O. OOO9 g (Soi2') J-itre''¡ were similar to two shalJ.ow,

unstratified l-akes (Lakes 303 and 114) at the ELA [0.003 g

(so42-) Iitre-r; Richards et. aL 1991) and to hyposaline
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Hurnbol-dt Lake [1 .7-2.O g (Soo2-) litre-r] , Horvever, in the

coastal and interior fens, MSH, DMS, cS2, and DMDS were

present at about 2-fofd Io\^Jer concentrations than in
Kinosheo (Table 3,3), and were similar to the surface waters

of stratified lakes at the ELA and in the Red Lake area

(Richards et aÌ. l-99f ) , Thus, for a range of SOo2-

concentrations fron O.OO2 to 2 g (So42-) litre'l , and a

dissolved sal-t concentrations from O.OO3 to 3 g salt litre-r,
the concentrations of organì-c VScs faIl within a fairly
narro\¡¡ range.

3.5.1. DMS:Chl a ratios, Mean [DMS]: mean ChI a ratios
were between 3-6 orders of nragnitude l-ess than have been

reported f or the ocean (Table 3 . 5 r' rnean oceanic val-ues:

L5.05 and 24.00 mmoÌ mg-r, Iverson et al. L989). Therefore,

either ( i ) D¡4S ldas more ef f ectively removed in these saLt

l-akes through nicrobial decornposition and chemical

oxidations, or (ii) oceanj-c phytoplankton species have a

greater relative output of DMS than phytopfankton species

found in these salt lakes. However, even if there is a

lov.¡er relative output by phytoplankton in the sal-t 1akes,

the standing crop of algae in the salt systenìs was at least

1-2 orders of rnagnitude greater than in the ocean (Tabl-e

3.5, Iverson et a1. 1989). Furthermore, the sulfur content

of viabl,e algae from Big Quill- and Little Manitou was

relatively high (Table 3.7). These two factors together
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could explain DMS concentratj-ons being significantly greater

than the ocean (Tab1e 3.3), despite an apparently lower

production per unit of algal bionass. In addition, there

may be a significant contribution from sedirnent production.

3.5.2. Significance of flux to the atnosphere. The nean

total organic VSC flux fron these salt lakes (2.5-4OO pnol

¡n-2 d-t, Table 3.4) was up to 5oo times the totaL nean sulfur

flux from freshwater lakes (Richards et aI. 1991), and l-l5

to 50 tines the DMS flux from the ocean, per unit area

(7.9-1-3 ¡lrnol m-2 d-r, Barnard et af . Ig82ì g ¡rmol n'? d'l ,

Andreae and Raemdonck 1-983). Interestingly, the range of

flux from salt lakes (nd to 8OO pmol m'2 dr, Table 3,4) is

very similar to the range found for sal,t narshes (nd to

1250 pnol m-2 d-t, sumrnarized in Morrison and Hines 1990)

¡4rhere .Spart ina alternif-Zora stands release the greatest

amount of DMS.

Annual wet SOo2- deposition in southern Saskatchewan is

approximately 10-20 nmol m-2 yr-r lBarrie and Hales 1984), and

therefore the sal-t systems volatil-j.zed 2-7OOZ of the SO42' in

wet precipitation, per unit area. Of course, the greatest

source of SOo2- to these systems is not precipitation but

ground v,¡ater and melt-water runoff (Hammer et a1. 1975).

Systens with SOo2- concentration greater than approxirnately

20 q (SO42') litre-l enitted nore sulfur to the atmosphere

than vr'as suppJ,ied to the l-ake surf ace as SOo2-. Lakes ivith
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Soo2' concentration greater than approxirnately 2O g (SO4L)

l-itre'r, theref ore, would act as rrsul-f ur punpsrr to the

atmosphere. At l-east two lakes (Big Quitl and Littl,e
Manitou) and two pLayas (Chaplin East and l^lest) contributed

more sul-fur to the atrnosphere than v/as deposited on their
surface. The Saskatchewan salt lakes in a total- Iand area

of 2.9 X 1Os kn2 (estinated fron data in Ha¡nmer at al, 1975)

were estimated to release as rnuch as 4 X LO5 kg S annually.

3.5.3. Possible oriqins of orqanic VScs. Mechanisms of

organic VSC formation were not studied. However, it is
1ike1y that the breakdown of su I fur-conta in ing organic

matter (Kadota and fshida 1972, Bremner and Steel-e 1-978) and

reactions of H2S (Anaral et al., in prep. ) contributed to

organic VSC concentrations in the salt lakes.

fn severaÌ systerns, both algal bionass and al-gal sul-fur

content were high (cht a up to l-80 m9 m'3. Table 3.5,. algal
suLfur content up to 2% S g'r dry weight. Tabte 3.7).

Breakdown of this algal-derived organic nìatter likeJ-y

contributed to organic VSC fornation via known pathv,'ays such

as rnicrobial decornposition and zooplankton grazing (Kadota

and Ishida 1972, Brenner and Steele l-978, Wakehan and Dacey

1978). DMSP was detected in all lakes and therefore algae

also contributed to DMS produclion in the saLt takes (Table
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With the exception of Waldsea Lake (Tab1e 3.2), salt
systens with So,,2' concentrations up to 20 g (so42-) Iitre-r
(Hunbol-dt, Patience, and Waldsea Lakes, Tabl-e 3.2) contained

DMS concentrations si¡ril-ar to relatively dilute systems such

as the ocean and freshwater lakes (Fig. 3.5,. RÍchards et

al. 1991). Ho\dever, above approxlnately 2o g (So42') Iitre-1,

Large increases in the concentratj-on of DMS and MSH lsere

found (Fig. 3.5). These results do not conf l-ict with

previous studies \,rhich have not found an effect of SO42-

concentration on DMS concentrations; rnaximum SO42-

concentrations in those studies v/ere usual-Iy less than 3 g

(So42') litre-r lvairavamurthy et aI. 1985, Dickson et aI.
198 0, Reed 1983 ) .

The correlation to Soo2' concentration suggested a l-ink

to dissi¡nilatory so42- reduction, because the assirniJ-atory

pathway is independent of soo2' concentration. These

observations, therefore, suggest the product of

dissinilatory SO12' reductlon, H2S, influenced organic VSC

concentrations, In support of this idea, the hj.ghest organic

VSc concentrations (ChapIin playa, Table 3.3) occurred in
the presence of 3-l-0 nM [HrS] (data not shown).

The relationship between organic VSC and H2S may be

direct or indirect. Direct forrnation from H2S could occur

via sul-f ide incorporation into sedinentary organic matter

(Luther et aL. 1-986, Amaral et a1., in prep), and subsequent

breakdonn of the organic natlel: releasing low molecul-ar



Figure 3.5. Effect of sulfate concentration on DMS

concentration. The range in mean DMS concentration for each

system is plotted against the nean sulfate concentration.

salt lakes \Àìere grouped together according to simiJ,arity in
sulfate concentration (Table 3.2), and therefore are

represented by boxes, not vertical lines. The oceanj-c range

j.s based on data from Matrai and Cooper (19e9).
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weight suL fur-conta in ing compounds. fn addition, biological
nìethylation of H,S can occur to produce organic volatile

compounds (Drotar et al. 1987).

HrS could also indirectly affect organic Vsc

concentrations by ì-owering Eh, and subsequently decreasing

oxidation reactions which are a sink for reduced volatile

cornpounds (Àdewuyi 1989). In support of this, there was an

inverse correlation (r = -0.83, 0.02<P<0.05) bet\^/een SO42-

concentration and the ratio of nean IDMSO]:nean [DMS].

Decreased oxygèn solubility in salt solutions could also

have contributed to reducing oxidation rates.

These data are the first to demonstrate a reJ,ationship

between ISo{}] and organic VScs at Sor2- concentrations that

are not growth- J- irnit ing . The question of whether this is a

direct dependence on H2S due to a novel mechanism of

forrnation, or is an indirect effect of increased chemical

stability, will be an interestj.ng one to answer.
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4.1. Àbstract

Rates and sites of organic volatite sulfur production

in lakes and l-oss to the atmosphere were studied in a saÌt
l-ake in southern Saskatchewan, and a dilute freshh/ater Lake

at the Experimental Lakes Area (ELA) in northwestern

Ontario, canada. These l-akes dj.ffered in salt concentration

by 5 orders of rnagnitude.

In the dilute freshwater J-ake (Lake l-14), $/ater column

DMS production in the Iight accounted for 9Oå of whole-l-ake

DMS production, Sediment release was a comparatively minor

DMS source (approxinately 10%) . In a hypersaline lake

(Patience Lake) , however, sediments were the principaì, net

source (1"00? of neasured Ìake production) . The greatest

Loss nechanisn in both lakes was as fLux to the atmosphere

(Lake 114, 8oo nnìol- m-2 d-t; Patience Lake, 430 nmol m'2 d-r¡ .

The principal- source of MSH in the freshwater lake rvas

sediment production (1080 nmol n-2 d-l). Seventy percent of

this MSH was destroyed in the \^rater column (-77 o nmol n-2 d-r,

calculated value), and f J-ux to the atmosphere accounted for
the re¡nainder ( 310 nmol m-2 d'r) .

In this and other frêshwâter lakes, sedinent pore-r^rater

concentrations of both DMS and MSH were correlated to
sedirnent type, with the qreatest concentrations (up to 190

nM) in fLoccuJ-enÈ¿ organic-rích sedirnent.
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4.2. Introcluction

Organic volatile sulfur compounds (VSCs) are present in
the entire spectrun of aquatic systems, frorn oceans to
freshwater Canadian Shield l-akes to hypersaline lakes

(Andreae 1990, Richards et aI. 1991, Rj-chards et al., in
prep.). Previous r,/ork suggests that in lakes both the hrater

col-unn and sedirnents are the sj-te of orgânic VSc production,

including species like dinethyl sulfide (DMS), methanethiol

(MSH) , and dinethyl disulfide (DMDS; Richards et aI. 1991).

Hor^rever, the relative nagnitude of production of vSCs at
these sites has not been established.

Water col-umn production of DMS in l-akes was initially
suggested by the occurrence of sj-¡nilar surface r¡/ater DMS

concentrations in l-akes with wideJ-y differing epilimnetic
sedirnent surface area (Àe) to epilirnnion volume (Ve) ratios
(Àe:Ve; Richards et al-. 1-991).

An additionaÌ sedi¡nent source in lakes v/as also

suggested by thê occurrence of higher surface hrater MSH,

DMs, and DMDS concentrations in unstratified, shallow lakes

when compared to stratif j.ed Lakes (Richards et aL. 1-991).

Furthermore, sediment pore-waters contain DMS and MSH

concentrations up to 14 tinìes greater than overl-ying water,

and hypolinnetic accunulations of DMS, MSH, and DMDS occur

duri¡1g sÈratificatj-on (Henatsch änd Juttner 1990, Richards

et al" 1991-). These data suggest sediments are important in
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VSC production in addition to the v,¡ãter colunn.

In this study I measured the relative importance of the

sites of production and loss of DMS and MSH in a shallow,

freshwater .Iake. Because DMS is linked to osmoregulation in
algae, DMS production and loss in a shallow, hypersaJ-ine

lake !r'as also examined.



¡4a t er ia 1s anal ¡{ethods

4.3.0. Sarnple collection and site description. Lakes 114,

239 | 240,302 North and South, 66It 225,303, and 304 are

all freshwater l-akes in the Experimental Lakes Area (ELÀ) in
the Canadian Shield area of northvrestern Ontario, Canada

(BrunskifÌ and Schindler 1971) . Patience Lake is a Nacl-

dorninated Lake in southern Saskatchewan, Canada, in the

creat Plains physiographic division (Hamner and Haynes

1978 ) . Sampl-es f rom f resh\.,rater lakes were collected f rorn

JuIy to Septernber 1-989, and from Patience Lake in JuLy 1990.

Surface v/ater samples were obtained by hand in silanized
glass bottJ.es and then immediately pÌaced on ice in the

dark. Sanples from lakes at the ELA were analyzed for
organic VScs v,¡ithin two hours of collection, and always

within 24 hours. Because Patience Lake was further from the

site of analysis, tetracycline and chlorarnphenico I (75 and

125 ng J-itre-r,' Kiene and Bates l-990) were added irnrnediately

to samples frorn this lake to prevent nicrobial activity and

al-teration of sanple integrity, Sanples from this Lake ¡.rere

analyzed lvithin 3 days. Budgets were constructed for Lake

L14 and Patience Lake, two shall-ow lakes differing in ion

concentration by five orders of nagnitude (Table 4.1).

4 , 3 . 1. Orqanic volai:ile sul-f ur analvsis " 'Ihe ¡nethod f or

anal-yzing lake water has been described in detail- (Richards



Lake' A" Volume Z conductivity Dominant
(101 m2) (108 L) (m) (mnho/cm) Anion

L74 1,2.! 2.O7 !.7 0.019 * HCO3

Patience 563 56.3 1. O 280 C}-

1_5 4

Tab1e 4.1. Morphometric and chemical data for Lake 1L4 and

Patience Lake.

' Lake 11"4 data fron Brunskilt and schindler 1971

Patience Lake data fron Hammer 1986

+ nean conductivity in ELA lakes (Armstrong and Schindler

:-97 !)
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et al. 1991). Briefly, a purge-and-trap method h¡as used to
cryogenically pre-concentrate organic VSCs in a glass U-trap

irnrnersed in liquid ltr. The contents of the U-trap vrere

injected onto a cc column containing 2oZ sE-30 on chromsorb

P (60/80 rnesh). Sulfur species were detected using a dual-

f larne photometric detector (FPD) . Retention tirne

comparisons to sulfur standards (Aldrich) lvere used to
identify the sulfur peaks. cC-mass spectrometry was used

previously to confirm retention tine identifications
(Richards et al, l-991), cC- standardi z at ion was accomplished

using volumetric dilution of sulfur standards (Tangerman

1986).

^'t') . Sedirnent release of organic VSCs

in Lake 114 was monitored by placing plexigtass sedirnent

chambers over the sediment surface. The chambers measured

0.5 m X 0.5 n X 0.1m¿ with a horizontal skirt around the

open botton that sealed the box to the sedi¡nent. A battery-
driven magnetic stirrer (1 rpm) was used to prevent

stratification within the cha¡nber. Light and dark

differences were deternined by using both clear and opaque

chambers. The VSc concentrations wère rnonitored by sarnpling

the contents of the chânbers at specific tirne intervals. In

sorne experinents, oxygen rvas also measured. Progressively

decreasing oxygen concentrations indicated that chambers

were positioned correctly on the sedinent surface, r^/ithout
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leakage. Sampling was stopped after sufficient data points
were obtained,

In Patience Lake, sedimentary release was measured by

incubating sediment cores in natural daylight and in the

dark at in situ temperatures, + 2oc. Ãt specific times,

overlying water in successive cores v/as removed for
analysis. MSH concentrations h¡ere too l- or^¿ for detection

with the srnall sample volumes obtained frorn sediment cores.

Therefore this species was not budgeted in Patience Lake.

4.3.3. . In both Lake 114 ând

Patience Lake, bottle incubatj.ons h¡ere used to nonitor vrater

column changes. In Lake 114, both clear and opaque

silanized glass bottles were placed at a depth of 1n in the

water column, and analyzed for VSCs at dj.f ferent tine
points.

In Patience Lake, cl-ear and opaque bottLes were placed

in an open, uncovered incubator, and maintained at in situ
ternperatures, + 2 oC. At pre-determined tirnes, antibiotics
were added to one "Iight't and one rrdarkrr bottÌe (see trsample

Collection"). Bottfes lrere then renoved fron the incubator

and pfaced on ice in the dark until analysis,

4.3,4. Pore-water collection, Pore-water was obtained by

centrifuging sedinrent at 3,000 rpm for 20 minutes.

Potential fosses of voÌatile species were minimized by
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capping the centrifuge tubes/ and using smaII vessels to
avoid a l-arge headspace. N2 was used to flush centrifuge
tubes prior to use in order to ensure anaerobic conditions.
Mixed sediment was obtained by collecting the top 0-6 cn of
sedirnent from Eknan grab samples. In order to obtain
concentration profiles, cores were taken by hand. These

cores were sliced into 2 cm sections, and centrifuged to
obtain the pore-water. Concentrations were neasured in the

sanìe r^/ay as described above f or lake water,

4.3.5. Flux cal-culations. FIux to the atmosphere was

calculated using the stagnant boundary tayer model of Lewis

and Whitman (1924), For Lake 114, t^/indspeed was measured by

anemometer and recorded using an Onnidata datapod. Because

of the close proxinity of patience Lake to saskatoon,

vJindspeed data for Saskatoon was obta j.ned fro¡n AES Canada

and used for modelling Patience Lake. The relationship of
Wanninkhof et al-. (J-986) between wind speed and gas exchange

was used to deternine boundary layer thicknesses. Flux was

calculated fron the mean daiJ-y boundary layer thickness and

the neasured concentration on that date, Mol-ecular

diffusivities $/ere calculated as described earl-ier (Richards

et al,. 1991) using the rel-ationship of Hayduck and Laudie

(]-974). Iulolecular diffusivities were calcul-ated separately

for Lake 1l-4 and Patience Lake to account for differences in
both ternperature and sal-t concentration of the tlro systens.



4.4. Results

4.4-O. . À sinilar spectrum of

organic VSCS r,ùere detected in the surface v¡aters of both

Lake 114 and Patj-ence Lake, including COS, DMS, MSH, and

DMDS (Fig. a.l-) . CS2 \,ras detected in Patience Lake onl-y.

Time-weighted mean concentrations of DMS and MSH in Lake L14

(6.6 and 8.6 nM, respectively, fiS. 4.1) were 1.7 and 30

times greater than concentrations in Patience Lake (3.9 and

0.28 nM, respectiveJ.y, Fig. 4.1). COS (mean concentrations,

Lake 114: 0.61 nM; Patience Lake: 0.86 nM) and DMDS (mean

concentrations, Lake 114: 1.4 nM: Patience Lake: 1.6 nM)

were present at very si¡nÍlar concentrations j.n the two lakes

(Fiq. a. 1) .

4.4,t. Sediment refeèSe rates, In both Lake 114 and

Patj.ence Lake sediment release of DMS was observed (TabIe

4,2). In Lake L14, sediment release was always greater

under dark conditions (dark: 8.6 and 12.5 nnol m'2 hr-r,

light: O and 3.1 nmol n'2 hr'r ; Table 4,2). In Patience Lake,

dark rel-ease exceeded ì-ight release on one of two sanpling

dates (4 July, L990; Table 4.2). Mean release rates L¡ere up

to one order of nagnitude greater in Patience Lake than Lake

1,14 (Table 4.2 ) .

In Lake 114, MSH release was also measured, and its
accu¡nul-ation rate r./as approxj-mately 2-20 times higher than



Figute 4.1. Organic VSC surface water concentrations.

(A) Patience Lake, 1990

(B) Lake 114 , 1988
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Table 4.2 . Lake l-14 and pat.ience

and MSH concentrations with ti¡ûe

cores, and sedinìent release rates

measurements.

Lake: Dissol-ved 02, DMS,

in sediment chambers and

ca l-cu lated fron these

Date Tine
( hours )

l-S"l---fÌoqlLI
DK Lt

DMS (nÍìol ) MSH (nmoI)
DK Lt DK Lt

I,AKE 114

7-A 0 Not Done
Sept. 3.?5
1989 I

2r ,3
¿6 - ¿
31.4

Rate (nmol E-2 hr'r) +

60 65
70 70
90 90

130 60
1r7.5 57.5
r75 67.5

8.6 0.0

(20)'(20)
Not Detected
Not Detected
395 A2.5
445 140
635 r27.5

74 t7

18-21 0
Sept. 21
1989 31. 4

51.5

'70.)

¿{.(r 4.tr
4.5 4.3
I.7 3.4
0.9 3.2
Not Done
o.4 1.4
0,3 Not Done

Rate ( n¡to I n-2 hr-r ) +

PÀTTENCE LAKE

4 o * Not Done
JuJ.y 11. 5
1990 34

81.5

Rate (nmol m-2 hr-r) e

24 6* Not Done
Jul-y 27 .3
t-990 47.5

Rate ( nmol B-2 hr-I ) ¡

57 .5 57.5 Not Detected
75 100

t25 A7 .5
LLz.5 95
150 Not Done
NDone NDone
25O Not Done

L2.5 3.1 0.0 0.0

0.65 0.65 Not Detected
1.1 0.8
2.3 1.3

20 .7

130 10 0.0 0.0

0 .87 O.76 Not Detected
2.O 3.5
3.6 3.3

30 30 0.0 0.0
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(TabJe 4.2, continued)

' MSH \das not detected in sanples until 21.3 hours. This

ú/as probably because of the relatively smaIl sarnple volumes

(50 mI) used, and the initially low concentration.

Therefore, the surface water concentration (20 nnol) at the
start of the experirnent was used as the concentration at
tine = o.

+ Sediment release rates from sedinent chanbers calculated
using a surface area of z5OO cm2

* Sediment refease rates from cores calculated using core

surface area of 19.63 cn2

i The sulfur mass at time = o \das taken fron the surface

v/ater concentration in the lake at the time cores were

obtained.
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that of DMS (Tabl-e 4.2). As observed for DMS, the sediment

release of MSH was greater (approxirnately 4-5 tirnes) in the
dark than the light (74 nmof m-2 hr'r and 16.6 nnol- n-2 hr'r,

respectively; Table 4.2). The quantity of MSH in the srnall

sample vol"umes obtained from patience cores were below

detection ]i¡nits, Therefore, sources and sinks for MSH are

not reported for Patience Lake.

4.4.2. Pore-\^¡ater concentrations of organic VSCS, In both

Lake 114 and Patience Lake¡ concentratj.ons of DMS and MSH in
sediment pore-waters were 2-1.60 tirnes greater than

concentrations in the overtying wat.er (Tab]e 4.3). The

direction of the concentration gradient supported the

neasured accumulation of MSH and DMS above the sedi¡nents in
sedirnent chanbers and cores (Tabl,e 4.2). In eight other

lakes, sediment pore-water concentrations of DMS and MSH

!,Iere greater than the overlying \.,r'ater (Table 4.3; S.

Richards, unpubl. data).

Pore-water MSH concentratÍons were almost alv,¡ays

greater than pore-water DMS concentrations (Table 4.3), and

in Lake 11-4 the rate of MSH accumulation above the sediments

was 2-20 times greater than DMS accunulation on Sept. 7-8

(Table 4.2). However/ MSH concentrations in the overlying
r{ater, !¡ith one exception, \"Jere }ower than DMS

concentrations. These data suggested water column MSH

consunption r,,/a s proportionately greater than water coJ_urnn
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Table 4.3. Comparison of epilirnnetic sediment (0-6 cm) and

surface water DMS and MSH concentrations.

VSc Conc/n (nlrl) Ratio

Lake Sediment Porev¡ater Surface P.W.: Surf.
type Date DMS MSH DMS MSH DMS MSH

11,4' f loccy 26JuI88 11 53 6.2 3.7 1.8 L4
organic 3Aug88 38 f20 11 1-4 8.9 3.6

Pat. salt 24Jul-90 60 250+ 2.O 1.5 30 >160
&oM

239+ sandy 9Aug89 4.6 ND 1.1 ND 4.6

240 sandy 11Aug89 4 .4 27

225 f J-occy 8Aug89 15 159 1.3 ND L2 >3OOO0
organic

66I fÌoccy 11JuI89 6.9 16 0.69 ND 10 >27Os
organic

239+ huddy 25JuIB9 7.5 !7 1.1 ND 6.8 >280Ê

' Richards et al". 1991-

* MsH pore-water value from 4-6 cm slice.
- Tine-weighted mean surface water concentration for 1988

(Richards et aI. l-991-)

å Ratio is based on an approxinate detection linit of

0.06 nmoLes
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DMS consunption.

A correlation between sediment pore-r¡Jater

concentrations and sedj-ment type r¡/as observed. Organic-

rich, f l-occulent sediments contained pore-water with rnean

DMS and l"lSH concentrations of 29 and 9.6 nM, respectively (n

= 10; data not shown) . Pore-water from sandy, J-ow porosity
sediments contained less than one-third these concentrations

(n:6; DMS: 5.1nM, MSH: 3.2 nM; data not shown). This

suggested an important variation in organic VSC production

in Iigh as compared to low porosity sediments.

4.4.3. Sediment profiÌes, Sediment profiles in Lakes 114

and 303 were deter¡nined on 3 dates in each lake (Figs. 4.2,
4.3), Two species were detected, DMS and MSH. DMS

concentrations \iJere so¡netirnes uniform with depth, but tended

to be relatì-veÌy higher (60 nM) at the lower depths (4-6 cn)

in late September (Figs. 4.zAt 4.3A).

MSH concentrations were much more dynarnic, although the

seasonal trend was simil-ar to DMS (Figs. 4.zBt 4.38), fn
general, pore-water prof iJ-es showed a progressive decrease

in concentration in the top J-ayers. By September the

highest concentrations of MSH were in the l-ower layers (4-6

cm).

4.4.4. Water column incubations. In Lake 114, net \¿ater

colunn production of DMS in bottle incubations r¡as almost



Figute 4.2. Lake 114 sediment prof il-e

(A) DMS

(B) MSH
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Figure 4.3. Lake 303 sediment profiLe

(A) DMS

(B) MSH
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three tirnes greater in the light (O.Og nmol L j.tre-r hr'r or

136 nmol m-2 hr'r, Table 4,4) than in the dark (0.03 nmol

titre'r hr-r or 51 nmol m-2 hr'r, Tab1e 4.4). In patience Lake,

however, no detectable change in DMS concentration occurred

in the water samples under either light or dark conditions
(Table 4.4).

fn Lake L14, the water colurnn was a site of net

destruction for MSH (-25 nnol rn'2 hr-r¿ calculated value).
MSH \das not detectable (<0.06 nM) in bottle incubations from

Patience Lake, aLthough it was in the surface r^¡ater

deter¡nination (time : O) . This again suggested net

destruction occurred in the water colunn.

4.4.5. DieI patterns. DieI monitoring of surface nater
concentrations was done on Lakes 302 South and 1L4 at the

EL.A (Fig. 4.4), On three of four dates, peaks in the

concentrations of DMS and MSH occurred during the afternoon.

The amplitude of these cycl-es varj_ed from 0.5-4 nM,

depending on the species and date, \,/hich represented usuaJ-Iy

about a 10U change in concentration over a 24 h period. In
one study (26 JuIy, Fig. 4.4C) , the cycle in DMDS

concentration (al-so measured) appeared to Iag behind the
peak in DMS and MSH. This was possibly an indication of

DMDS production from MSH oxidation in the $,¡ater col-umn.



Table 4.4. Lake 114

with tine in bott le

t7t
and Patience Lake: DMS concentrations

incubations and rates of change.

T,ake Da te 'l',Ìme
(hr)

Light '
IDMs] (nM)

Dark'
IDMs] (nM)

114 12 Sep
l-989

Rate ( nno I l-r hr'r )
( n¡Ilol m-2 hrr ) +

Patience 4 JuIy
1990

Rate (DJIlo1 I'r ht'r )
( nmo I n-2 ht-r ) *

Patience 24 Jul-y
1990

Rate (nmol L'r hrr )
( nmo I m'2 hr-r ) +

1.96 L.96
2.O I.7
L.7 2.I
No Cletectable trend
No dletectable trend

2-5 2-5
1.8 3.0
tô)',

No detectable trendl
No detectable trencl

0
6.5

10.5
23.5

)'7

4,4

0. 08
136

2.7
3.6
3.6
3.7

0. 03
51

0+
11-.5
34

g*
27.3
47.5

Concentrations Ín Lake 11- 4

sanples; concentrations ín

single deter¡ninations

are rÌìeans of tripJ-icates

Patience Lake are fron

AreaI rate calculated using rnean depths given in Table

1: Lake 114, 1.7 m,' Patience Lake, 1m.

Concentration at time:0 taken fron the surface water

concentration determined on that date.



Figure 4.4. DieI studies j_n freshwater Lakes.

(A) 302 South, 26 July 1989

(B) r-r-4, 17 JuIy l-989

(c) 1-l-4, 26 Jufy 1989

(D) 114, 12 September L9B9
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4.4.6. . Flux of DMS to the

atnosphere was comparable in both Lake 114 and Patience

(33 and 18 nnol s m'? d'r r Table 4.5). MSH flux to the

atnosphere from Lake 114 was approxirnately one-half the

f lux ( 13 nnol S m'2 d'" Table 4 . 5 ) .

Lake

DMS

4.4 .7 . Lake budoets for DMS and MSH. Data from Tables 4.2,

4.4, and 4.5 were used to calcul-ate a dail,y rate of change

for each site in both lakes (Table 4.6). The number of

l-ight and dark hours in a 24 hour period were taken into
account in the budget calculations. fn Lake l-14, the najor

source of DMS was the water column (22fo nnol S rn-2 d'l; Table

4.6, Fíg. 4.5À). Sedimentary production (130 nmol s ¡n-2 d't)

accounted for only about 6Z of the total lake production.

The najor sink for DMS was loss to the atmosphere (800 nmol-

s rn-z d'r ) .

Unl-ike DMS, MSH appeared to be derived principally from

the sediments (net lake production: 1o8O nnol S n-2 d¡; Table

4.6, Fig. 4.58) . Because the flux to Èhe atnosphere (310

nmol rn'2 d'r , Table 4.6) was so nuch smal-ler, significant

decomposition nust have occurred in the water col-umn (-77o

nmol, S m't d-', calculated value) .

In Patience Lake, the only net source of DMs was from

the sedirnents (72o-L320 nmol s m'2 d'r, Table 4.6, Fig. 4.6).

No net production or destruction was neasured in the water

column, The flux to the atmosphere (430 nmoÌ S rn-z d-i, TabJ-e
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Table 4.5. Lake 114 and Patience Lake: Gas exchange.

Windspeed ¡4o l ecu lar Air/I,ùater
at 1 n- z* DiffusivitY+ Fluxt

Date cpd. (¡n s'') (um) (105 cmz s'r) (nnoI m'2 hr-l)

LÀKE 114

12 Sep 89 DMs 1.00 298.2 1.0
12 Sep 89 MSH 1-.00 298.2 1. 1

PATIENCE LÀKE

4 Jul 89 DMS z.oa 226.3 0.6
24 Jul- 89 DMS L.92 237.0 0.6

33
13

18

' I^rindspeed is a 2 4 hour nean

* z = diffusive boundary J-ayer thl-ckness
* calculated from equation given in Hayduck and Laudie

(L974), using 4 (viscosity) = f .64 cp. for Patience Lake

! Àtrnospheric concentration assumed to be negtigibte



Table 4.6.

lake changes

Budg et s

(units

r76

for Lake 114 and Patience Lake: whole

in nmol m-2 d'') .

Water S ed iment s'
Bal-ance of
Sources/Sinks+

Lake' cpd. Lt. Lt DK
Àtmos.
LÔSS

114

Pat.

800
310

430
430

DMS
MSH

DMS
DMS

l-600 610
(-7 7 o)

No change
No change

1.6 130
200 880

t-50 1170
450 270

2340 800
l-080 1080

1320 430
720 430

24 hour rates calculated using

and light regimes as follows:

hr dark; Patience Lake, 15 hr
rrBaLance of sources and sinksrr

total production and loss in a

over a 24-hour period

data in Tabl-es 2 and 5,

Lake 1 14 , !2 hr l-íg}:lt / 1,2

liqht/9 hr dark

is a comparison of the

1 ¡nl coLumn of water



Figure 4.5. Lake 114: Budgets of DMS and MSH sources

and sj-nks. Numbers shown are for the whole lake change j.n a

z4-hour per.iod, They have been corrected for the tighÈ

regime at that tine.
(A) DMS (B) MSH
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Figure 4.6. Pat.ience Lake! Budgets of DMS sources and

sinks. Numbers shown are for the whol-e Lake change in a 24-

hour perj-od. They have been corrected for the light regirne

at that time.

(A) 4 Jul-y 1990 (B) 24 Jul-y 1990
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4.6) was less than the sedinent ffux,
A MSH budget for Patience Lake was not possibJ-e because

MSH \^/as often undetectable in the smaÌl sampÌe voÌumes used

from core incubations.
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4.5. Discussion

The principal objective of this study lras to deterrnine

the major sources and sj.nks of DMS and MSH in lakes. Marine

studies of DMS production ãnd ]oss have appropriatety
emphasized water column processes in studies of DMS cycling
in the oceans (Andreae 1990). In l-akes, however, sediments

often contribute importantly to substance cycling and

therefore it is irnportant to determine the relative
importance of the water column, sedinents, and. atmosphere as

sources and sinks in l-akes. Identification of these sites
is a necessary step in the understanding of the cycl-ing of
DMS and MSH in lakes, and in the designing of future studies
of these processes.

4 . 5. 1. Water column DMS production. Freshr,rater Lake l- j-4

and hypersaline Patience Lake had very different patterns of
DMS production. In Lake 114/ DMS originated largefy in the

water colu¡nn, whereas in Patience Lake the sediments were

the most important sj.te of production (Table 4.6). The

dominance of water column production in Lake l-14 was not

entirely unexpected, since previous work had found similar
epilimnetic DMS concentrations in freshwater Lakes with
wideì-y differing ratios of epilimnetic sedirnent surface area

to epilinnion vol-ume (Ae:Ve; Richards et a1. 1991). In Lake

114, v/ater column production could have been due to (i)
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freshwater a1gae, which have been shown to produce both DMSP

(M. Kellerr pers. comm., Challenger et al,. 1957, S.

Richards, unpubJ.. data) and DMS (Caron 1990, Bechard and

Rayburn L979) | or (ii) nicrobial decomposition of sulfur-
containing organic matter (Finster et al. j-990, Brenner and.

Steel-e !978). The fact that light affected DMS production

in this lake (Tables 4.2, 4.4, FLg.4.4) and the l-ack of any

measureable light or dark DMS production in the water coLunn

of Patience Lake, suggested predominantly an algal role.
fn contrast to the results from Lake 114, the water col_urnn

v/as not a site of net DMS production in patience Lake on two

separate dates (Table 4.4). These results were surprising
because Patience Lake is hypersaline, and it was expected

that the breakdown of algal DMSP (thought to function in
osrnoregu lat i on, Cooper and Matra j_ 1989) rvould be an

irnportant precursor of DMS. AIgal biomass in patience Lake

was approximately 1.5-25 times greater than Lake J-l_4 (L.

l-l-4, unpubl data; Patience Lake, Richards et aI., in
prep.). Ho\dever, in marine studies, aIgaI nass, indicated
by :neasurement.s of chl a, has not been a particularly good

predictor of ocean DMS and DMSp concentrations (KeIler et
aÌ. 1989, Turner et al. 1989). Because only certain
phytoplankton produce Èhese compounds, atgal speciation has

been identified as a major factor in determj-ning DMS

production (Turner et af. 1999, Cooper and Matrai 1999,

Kel-l-er et al . 1989). fn Patience Lake, the phytoplankton
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population was overwhelmingly doninated by DunaTieTTa salina
(Richards et al-., in prep., Hamner and Parker L984). This

al-ga uses glycerol as a solute for osnoregulation (Hamner

and Parker 19841 . DMSP, therefore, is likely not an

irnportant precursor of DMS in Patj-ence Lake, even though

this lake contains 100,ooo tines more dissoÌved salt than

Lake 114 (Table 4.1), which has a mixed algal fLora

(Schindler and Holmgren f97 I), The lov/er nean DMS

concentrations in Patience Lake (Richards et aI. 1991)

denonstrated that waters of higher salinity do not

necessaril-y contain higher DMS concentrations fron DMSP

breakdown. This supports previous observations comparing

DMS concentrations in freshwater lakes and the ocean (Caron

1990, Rj.chards et al-. 1991) .

The sedirnents were the most important site of DMS

production in Patience Lake (Table 4.6). Measured sedirnent-

to-water col-umn fluxes were 2-10 tirnes greater than Lake

114, and porê-water concentrations \dere 2-5 times greater

(Table 4,3). ft is hypothesized that these h j-gher pore-

water concentrations and sediment fluxes luere linked to

higher rates of dissimil,atory sulfate reduction in sediments

of Patience Lake. Sulfate reduction rates are directly
related to sulfate concentrations in the surface r^/ater of

lakes (Kel-l-y and Rudd L984) and Patience Lake had sulfate
concentrations (nean concentration, 1990, 2,8 g litre-r;

Richards et a-L ., in prep, ) 3 orders of nraqnitude greater
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than Lake Lf4 Q.5 mg litrer). Higher concentrations of HrS

from dissi¡nii.atory sulfate reduction could affect DMS

concentrations either by (i) direct formation of DMS fron

H2S via biological methylation (Drotar et a1. l-987) or (ii)

increased stabilization of DMS at high sulfide

concentrations. Benthic algae were not expected to

contribute significantly to sediment production of DMS since

ÐunalieLl-a safina (algal species in Patience Lake) likeJ-y

does not produce either DMSP or DMS (see above).

4.5.2. Sediment Þroduction of MSH. Unlike DMS, \dhich v/as

produced in the water column of Lake l-14, MSH was destroyed

in the water colurnn (Tâble 4.6, Fig. 4,5). Although the MSH

flux from the sediments was approxirnately 10-20 tines
greater than the DMS fLux (sediment chanbers, Table 4.2),

the MSH rel-eased by the sediments IikeJ.y reacted chenically

in the water colurnn to produce a non-voIatile sulfur
species. This would result in large pore-water : surface water

ratios, as observed (Table 4.3). MSH contains a thiol-

noiety, which readiJ,y oxidizes (Adewuyi 1989) and this

1ikeIy explains the conparatively tow MSH concentrations in

the water column.

4.5.3, siqnificance of liqht in DMS and MSH production. A

rol-e for light in both DMs and MSH fluxes was apparent in a

nurnber of different measurements: water column incubations
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in Lake 114 (Tabl-e 4.4), sedirnent incubations (Table 4.2),

and changes in j¡ situ concentrations over a 24 hour cycLe

in the lakes (Fig. 4.4). fn the water cofumn, J-ight had a

positive influence on DMs production in Lake 114 (Table 4.4,

Fig. 4.4). The diel pattern of water colunn DMS production

(Fig. 4.4) supported an algal source for DMS, suggesting a

link between diel changes in algaÌ metabolism and DMS

production. The mechanj-sn for the light/dark effect is
unknoh/n. AIso, the effect is not consistent. For exanple,

a similar positive effect on surface DMS concentration under

light conditions was observed in the Sargasso Sea (Andreae

and Barnard 1-984) | but Turner et al". (1989) found higher DMS

concentrations in the dark for a bÌoon of Phaeocystis

pouchett i .

In contrast to the water column, Iight usually had a

negative effect on DMS and MSH accumul-ation above the

sedinìents (TabLe 4.2). This decreased accumufation in the

Light nay have been due to (i) utilization of DMs and MSH as

el-ectron donors by photoautotroph ic rnícroorganisms (Zeyer

1987, Visscher et aI. 1-991) or (ii) oxidation of DMS and MsH

due to oxygen production by benthic algae. oxidation of

reduced sul-fur species in sediments (e.9. iron sulfides and

organic sulfur compounds) has been shown to occur due to

oxygen production by benthic algal rnats (Anìaral et aI., in
prep.) .
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4.5.4, DMS and MSH budqets. For DMS, flux to the

atrnosphere was a major Ìoss route, while calculated water

colurnn destruction was more significant than atmospheric

f l-ux for MSH (Lake 114, Table 4.6). The calculated DMS flux
for Lake l-14 (Tabfe 4.5) was lower than the nean flux
reported previously (Richards et aL 1991), probably because

this flux was neasured in middle to fate September, and

concentrations of DMS were decreasing.

The greatest source of error in the l-ake budgets h¡as

like1y associated with the flux estinates. Molecular

diffusivities for DMS and MSH (Table 4.5) were calculated

(see Methods), not measured, and the rel,ationship between

windspeed and flux requires further refinenent. Error

associated with these calculations may be the reason that
the budgets did not balance (Tabl-e 4.6).

However, the lake budgets demonstrated both the

sediments and water column can be important sourcès of both

DMS and MSH (Tabl,e 4.6). Both sites should therefore be

considered potential MSH and DMS sources in future l-ake

studies. Furthermore, productj.on rate differences in the

light and dark indicated both measurements are required to
draw an accurate picture of MSH and DMS productj,on and loss.
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5.1. Abstract

The formation of organic volatile sulfur compounds

(VSCS) from suÌfate (SO12-) was studied by incubating

freshwater l-ake sediments with 35S-sulfate ("Soo'') . Although

free organic V35Scs were not detected in the pore-water, 35s-

nethane thiol (M35sH) , 35S-dinethyl sulfide (DM35s) , and 35s-

dirnethyJ. disulfide (DMD35S) were extracted using

pyrophosphate (PPi) buffer. Acidic chromic chloride (Cr rI)
released primarily M35SH from the solid matrix. It is

hypothesized that the extracted organic VScs hrere released

fron a potential precursor pool produced from the reaction

of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) with sedirnentary organic rnatter.

These H2s-derived sulfur compounds were estimated to account

for at least 5U of jn sjtu pools. The results suggested

increased loading of an inorganic sulfur species (Soo2-)

could stinul-ate sedimentary organic VSC production by

increasing the precursor pool size,
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5.2. IntÌoduction

The most environmenta 1l-y significant pathr,ray leading

fron sul-fate (SO42-) to organic volatile sulfur compounds

(VSCs) is thought to be initiated by the assimilatory

reduction of SO42- to forrn organic suLfur species. During

cheÌnicaI and biochemical breakdo\.,ùn of these organic species,

vol-atile sulfur conpounds are released (Bremner and Steele

1978, Andreae 1990). This rnechanism underlies the

production of dinethyl sul-fide (DMS) fron aÌga1 dinrethyl

sul fon ioprop i onate (DMSP) in the water col-unn (Andreae 1990,

Richards et aL f99I) t as wel. l as much sedimentary

production of DMS, methanethiof (MSH) , carbon disulfide
(CSr) , and dimethyl disulfide (DMDS) (Kiene 1987, Kel-Iy and

Baker 1990, Richards et aI. 1991, Richards et aI., in
prep.). In this pathway, the rate of organi.c sulfur
production is not dependent on Iso42-], sÍnce most organisms

are not SO42'-tinited, Furthernore, the breakdown of organic

matter can be influenced by factors such as the microbial
population present, cornposition of the organic rnaterj,al, and

available efectron acceptors (Orenland and Pokin 1982, KeIly

et. aI. 1988, WetzeI 1983).

Another pathway Ieading to organic VSc production

begins with dissinil-atory So.2- reductíon by rnicrobes. fn

this pathway, the H,S produced from SO12' reduction is

biotical-ly or possibly abiotically methylated (Drotar et aI.
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1987, Sorenson 1988). Because dissimil-atory SOo2- reduction

is dependent on ISo42'] in most freshwater sediments (Cook

and Schindler 1983, Kel-l-y and Rudd f984l| , this path$/ay of

orgânic VSC fornation i,rould aJ,so Likely correlate to ISO42-].

Another possible mechanism linking H2S to organic VSC

production is via incorporation into sedimentary organic

natter, with subsequent breakdown and release of vol-atiIe

species. There is extensive evj"dence that H2S reacts with

organic matter in sediments and pore-water to form

non-volatiIe organic sulfur compounds (Rudd et aI. 1986,

Vairavamurthy and Mopper 1987, Vairavarnurthy and Mopper

1989, Mango 1983)/ but its inportance in the production of

the volatile species listed above is not known. fn this
study, radiolabeÌl,ed Soo2- (t'soot-) was used to determine

vJhether organic VSCS are produced from short-terrn SOa2-

reduction in sediments. Breakdown of 3ss-nethionine to

organic V35SCs rvas also studied.
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5.3. t{at er ial s and Methods

5.3.0. saTnÞIincr site and methods. Epilimnetic sediment was

obtaíned from Lakes 303 and 239 al the Experinental Lakes

Area (ELA) in northwestern onlario, canada (Schindler and

Brunskill L971-l . Sediment was coÌlected using an Ekman

dredge. The top O-4 cm was pooled and stored j.n erJ-enmeyer

f l-asks without headspace to ensure anaerobic conditions.

Lake 303 sedirnent is a flocculent, organic-rich sedirnent

with a high porosity (> 0.95). Sedinent from Lake 239 is

muddy in consistency, with a porosity of about 0.85-0.9.

5.3.1.

analvses. 35soo2' 19.6 X lOE dpm mI'r) and unlabelled So42' (52

¡lmol) were added to 100 nìI of sedinent slurry (specific

activity: 5.4 X l-06 dpm ¡rnrolr s) . These additions r¡ere made

by rnicro-pipettor under a continuous strean of N2 to ensure

anaerobic conditions. lncubations \¡/ere conducted in the

dark at 20'c and sediment aliquots \.{ere removed at pre-

deterrnined tine j-ntervals. Pore-water was obtained by

centrifugation and then analysed for unlabelled and V35scs by

a purge-and-trâp nethod (Richards et al-. 1991-). column

effluent from a Varian 3700 gas chromatograph vras spì.it in

most cases between a f}ame photonetric detector (FPD) and a

proportional counter (Pc) in a 1:2 ratio, respectively.

Data obtained from the proportional" counter are presented as
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rad iochromatogram scans. In other cases. vscs in the col-unn

effLuent were trapped in vials containing saturated HgC12

and the volatite V35Scs quantified by scintilÌation counting

(LKB Rackbeta) . For scintil-l-ation counting, the total-

radioactivity of each peak was determined by sunming the

radioactivity in viaJ-s corresponding to that peak.

5.3.2, Sediment extractions and chromium reduction.

Pyrophosphate (PPi) buffer (pH = 8) was used to solubilize

sedirnentary organic matter (Kononova 1961, strickland and

Fitzgerald l-985), while acidic chronous chloride (crfI) was

used to release vscs bound via metal-sulfur and sul,fur-

sulfur bonds (Zhabina and Volkov 1978). Hoh¡ever, organic

carbon-sul-fur linkages would not be affected by this

treatment (e.9. cutter and oatts 1987, Canf iel,d et. aL

r,e86) .
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5.4. Results

5.4.0. Methods check. In order to determine v/hether the

methods were adequate to detect formation of v35scs, initial

incubations were conducted \'Jith 3ss-¡nethionine to ensure

formation of vscs by decomposition processes. 35s-Methionine

additions resulted in easily detectable concentrations of

soruble M35sH, DMD35S, and DM35s (Fiq. 5.1). 3ssoo2- additions

produced H235s (data not shown). These results were expected

and indicated that the methods were adeguate to detect
35s- l-abe I ]ed volatile products.

The guenching observed between Pc peaks I and lI (Fig,

5.1À) was due to an unidentified compound. Quenching of a

Pc can occur by mofecules that readily capture eLectrons,

such as halogenated molecules, nitro cornpounds, and

poì-ycyclic hydrocarbons (Nuclear chicago 1966). The

baseline el-evation foll-owing the inverse peak (prior to Pc

II; Fig. 5.14) likely occurred due to moderate contamination

of the counting chamber with 3ss, following the M3ssH peak.

sulfur is known to have counter poisoning effects (Nuclear

chicago 1966) .

5.4.1. I'Freerr and extractable 35S-labelled orqanic VSCS.

When sediment was incubated with 3jsooz-, Hr35S was produced

(data not shown). but organic Vriscs were not detected in the

pore-water. Therefore, the sediment was extracted rtj-th
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Figure 5.1. Gas chromatogram and radiochromatogram

scans of Lake 303 sediment pore-water. Sediments were

anended with 35s-rnethionine and incubated at room tenperature

for (A) 46 hours and (B) 147 hours.
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buffer and acidic crII to determine if these treatments

would release volatife species frorn the solid sediment

rnatrix.

PPi buffer (pH = 8) extracts of sed.iment fron Lake 239

released up to 0.25å and o.L2z of the 35s-l,abel as M35SH and

DM35s, respectively (Table 5.1). Lake 303 sediments released

four species, M35sH, DM35s (shown j-n a rad iochromatogran scan,

Fig. 5.2), DMD35s, and one unidentified 3ss-peak. Àgain, M35sH

was rel-eased in the greatest guantity, conprising up to

0.252 of the 35So.2- added (Table 5.L). These peaks were

identified by retention time comparisons to sulfur standards

(MSH, trapped for 4-5 min; DMS, trapped for 5.5-6.8 nin;

DMDS, trapped for 9.3-10.8 min; Table 5.1-) . M35sH was

present at the highest concentration, and had a sirnilar

tenìporal pattern in the two sediments (Tab1e 5.1). It

rnaintained a relatively constant concentration from 14-37 h,

then increased 5-6 times by 9 d (Table 5.1). DMD35S in the

Lake 303 sediment extract followed the same general pattern

as the M35SH, increasing 3,5 times by 9 days (Tabl,e 5.1).

This DMDlss was 1j-keIy the product of M35SH oxidation (Adewuyi

1989). Unlike M35SH, extractabLe DM35s levels vrere transient

over the incubation period, peaking at 14-37 h, then

decì.ining to Low concentrations by 9 d (Table 5.1-). PPi (pH

= 6.5) extractions did not release any orqanic VSCs, even

r,¡hen the pH of the extracted materiaf was increased with

base (data not shown) "



Table 5. 1. 35s-label led

:8 extraction and CrII

204

organic VSCs released fro¡n PPí (pH

reduction. (ND = not detected)

M35sH DM35S DMD35s 35S- Xll + 35s-TorAL

dprn ZS'
Time mI

dÞnUS
n1

dÞn ZS
nI

dÞnì ås
nìl

dl)m ås
mI

Lake 239: PPi

14h 690 0.04
37h 700 0.04
9d 3951- 0.25

Lake 239 ¡ crrr
14h 249 0. 02
37h 223 0. Or

( pH=8 )

208 0.01-
191_6 0 . 12

39 0. OO2

ND
ND

898 0.05
2616 0.16
3990 0.25

ND
ND
ND

ND
ND

ND
ND
ND

ND
ND

249 0.O2
223 o.OL

Lake 3 03: PPi (pH=B)

14h 605 0.04 L272 0.OA
37h 796 0.O5 616 0.04
9d 3858 0.25 752 0.O5

604 0.04 II32 0.07 36L3 0.23
21 0.001- 20 0.001_ 1453 0,09

21?9 0.L4 583 0.O4 7322 0.4A

åS = I of added 35s

Xrr = unidentified peak



Figure 5.2. cas chronatogram and rad iochromatogran of

a pyrophosphate buffer (pH = 8) extract of Lake 303

sediment. Sediments were amended with 35so42'.
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crlI reduction yielded exclusively M35SH. This pool did

not change in concentration frorn 14-37 hours (Table 5.1),

and was approximately 6-30% of the total PPi (pH = 8)

extractable organic v35scs.

It is expected that the rnajority of the 35soo2', not

accounted for in the above fractions, was also reduced and

incorporated into other organic and inorganic fractions in

the sediments (J. Amaraf, pers. comm.). This proportion of

the radiol-abef was not followed in the present study.
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5.5. Discuss ion

5.5.0. Structure. The release of organic VSCS by PPi (pH

= 8) and crII suggested a sedimentary pooÌ of organic sulfur
that coul-d easily release organic vscs. NaoH is used

routinely to analyze for DMSP by hydrolyzing it to acrylic

acid and DMS. Significantly, this same breakdor^¡n of DMSP to

yield DMS and acryl-ic acid occurs naturally in the

environment. The analyses in this study, PPi (pH = 8)

extractions, \{ere nilder than DMSP ana}yses. It is

expected. therefore, that breakdown of the rrprecursorrl

species. l-ike DMSP, would al-so occur in the environnent.

Although the chernical structures of the precursors liere

not eLucidated, the conditions under which the volatile

species were released suggested the presence of certain

types of suffu¡ bonds. Significantly, the release of

organic V35scs from the solid sediment matrix was base-

dependent. This was shown by extracting sedirnents w j.th PPi

(pH = 6.5). Following these acidic extractions, the solid

sediment !r'as separated frorn the extracted, solubilized

rnaterial. Significantl-y, no organic v35scs v¡ere detected in

the extractr even when the pH of the material was increased

with NaoH (data not shown) . Therefore, the release of

organic V35Scs frorn the solid sediment matrix was base

( oH-) -dependent .

Àt hiqh pH levels. su I fon ium-carbon bonds can be
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cleaved (e.9. DMS reLease from DMSP; KeIIer et aI. 1989) and

sulfur-sulfur bridges reduced (Cardone 7972). Under certain
condj-tions¡ carbon-carbon bonds may al"so be reduced (see

below) . Therefore, the vol-ati1e species released under

basic conditions could have been Ìinked to the sedinent

natrix as sulfonium groups or via disul-fide or carbon-carbon

bonds.

The release of M35SH with crlt (Tab]e 5.1) suggested the

presence of a CH,-35S- group linked to the solid matrix via a

metal-sulfur bond or possibly a disulfide linkage (Zhabina

and Vo1kov 1978). Mopper and Tayl-or (1986) found thiols in
coastal narine sediments \4rere bound principally via

disul-fide linkages, not S-nìetal bonds. The presence of cH3-

35s-metal or cHr-3sS-S- bonds niay indicate that free CH335SH

produced reacted quickly in the sediment ¡natrix v/ith other

thioL groups and metals (e,9. Fe) .

5.5.1,. Source, It is probable that Hr35S f rorn dissinilatory
35So.2' reduction reacted in the sediments with organic matter

to produce the sulfur pool from which the V35SCs were

extracted. Assj-milatory 'sSO.t' reduction was not thought to

contribute significantly to the 'rprecursor poolrr. This

conclusion was based on (a) the relatively short incubation

period (as little as 14 hr, Table 5.1), and (b) the increase
j-n rtprecursor pool-tr size resulting from the SOo2- addition

(see bel,ow) . As discussed, assimi.latory So.,2' reduction is
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not so42--Iimited if there is sufficient carbon avail-abl-e

(Cook and Schindler 1983. Kelly and Rudd 1984).

The mechanisn by which these rrprecursorsrr forn was not

studied, although the incorporation of H2S into organic

matter is welÌ known (Rudd et aL l-986, Vairavarnurthy and

Mopper \987 | 1989, Mango 1983). A possibJ-e ¡nechanisrn for

the production of organie Vscs via H.,S (Fig. 5.3) involves

the wel]-established addition of Hs' across a -C=C- double

bond adjacent to an electron withdrawing group (Ewc) such as

-CO2H or -C=O (Vairavamurthy and Mopper 1987) and at other

reactive sites (Luther et. aL 1986), Deprotonation of the

-sH group and fission as shown (iii, Fig. 5.3) would lead to

thioforna Ìdehyde (iv, Fig. 5.3). Under sedimentary reducing

conditions, this species could lead to MSH, as shown (x,

Fig. 5,3). This mechanisrn is anal-ogous to a reverse rraldoÌrl

condensation. Theoretj.caIIy, the resulting MSH could react

further with sedimentary organic natter and participate in a

comparable series of reactions to yield DMS.

5.5.2. fmportance of this pathrvav to the production of

sedimentarv orsanic VScs. The organic V35Scs in this study

v,¡ère reLeased under basic (pH : I) conditions. Às

discussed, base hydroJ-ysis is used routinel-y to anaLyse for

narine DMSP, a precursor compound which breaks down

naturall-y in aquatic environments to form DMS (Andreae l-9901

KelÌer et. aÌ. 1989). Thêrefore, it is expected that the



Sigure 5.3. Hypothesized mechanisrn for the forrnation

of an organic vol-atiIe sulfur conpound (methanethiol-) from

H2s incorporation into sediment organic natter. rrEwcrr

refers to trelectron v¡ithdrawing grouprr.
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organic VSCS released with dÍlute base (pH = 8) in this
study would likely be released in situ by chernical or

nicrobial processes, The potential importance of this
pathway in the production of sedinìentary organic VSCS lvas

esti¡nated by calculating the incorporation of SOo2--sulfur

after 9 d into the most j-nìportant precursor pool, PPi (pH =

8) ext¡actable MsH.

Unamended Lake 239 sediments (no SOo2- added) contained

1400 nM PPi extractable MSH. Using the specific activity of

the 35soo2-, this fraction increased by 7oo nM, or 5OZ,

f ollowing SOo2- addition. SÍnce pore-water I SO42'] r^/as

increased l-0-fold by the addition, the in sjtu contribution
of SOo2- reduction to extractable MSH v¡as estimated to be 5Z

of the extractable MSH pool (i.e. one tenth of the observed

increase) . Of course, part of the endogenous VSC precursor

pool may have originated at l-east partially from

assi¡nilatory pathways.

In radiotracer studies, the possibility of isotope

exchange nust be addressed. Research to date suggests that
the important isotope exchange reactions for sedimentary

sulfur occur largely between inorganic species such as

eLemental sulfur (s') , bisulfide ion (HS'), and ferrous

sulfide (FeS) (Fossing and Jorgenson 1990 a,b). Stable

sulfur linkages such as the C-S bonds in CS2 are not subject

to isotope exchange (Cool-ey et. al. 1939). Furthernore,

incubations of 35S', H.S, and cyste1ne have faiLed to yield
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35s-cysteine in 28 hours (J. AmaraI. pers. comm.). In the

present study, therefore, it is not expected that the 35S-

label-Ied species arose from isotope exchange processes.

5.5.3. Evidence from other studies. The data frorn this

study sholi that short-tern dissimilatory soo2' reduction may

have a measurable effect on the production of extractable,

and possibly free VScs, in lake sedi¡nents. Evidence for an

effect on free vscs r.ras found in field studies, described

beLow. It is interesting, however, that DMS was the

dominant organic VSc in all j¡ sjtu studies, v/hereas in our

experirnents, base-extractab I e MSH dominated. In a

whole-lake sulfuric acid addition experiment (Richards et

al. 1991) DMS accunul-ation below the mixed l-ayer was 9 times

higher in artificiaJ-J-y acidified (H2So4) Lake 302 South, when

compared to a reference basin. This greater accu¡nulation

could not be âttributed to increased decomposition of

organic natter, since primary production had not increased.

Furthernore, in a study of salt lakes (Richards et aL., in
prep. ) there was a positive correlation (r = 0.93) between

ISo42'] and mean (i) total organic VSc concentrations (ii)

lDMSl, and (iii) [MSH], with semi-ì-og,o plots showing

J-inearity. Final-Iy, a study of organic volatile sulfur

production during mushroom cultivation found a 4-foLd

j-ncrease in DMS production with So.2- addition (Derikx et al,.

1991) , These studies provj.de support for the results of the
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laboratory experirnents. The production of organic VSC

precursors by H2S reaction with the solid matrix coul-d be an

irnportant Link between SO,2' and the f orrnation of sedirnentary

organic vol-ati Ie sul-f ur.
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5.0. Identification, concentration, ancl fluxes.

Organic volatil-e sulfur in the study lakes occurred as

five species: cos, MSH/ DMS, CS2, and DMDS. These compounds

r{ere present in ponds on the Hudson Bay Lov/Iands, Canadian

Shield l-akes in northrvestern Ontario, and salt fakes and

pÌayas in southern Saskatchewan. There were, hor^/ever,

significant concentration differences betr4¡een these systems.

The surface Ì,/,¡aters of strati-fied freshwater lakes usual-l-y

contained mean DMS and COS concentrations of 0.8-L.2 nM and

O.2-o.5 nM, respectivefy, Shallon lakes and bogs were

generally much higher in nean concentrati-on: DMS: up to 6.6

nM; MSH: up to 1-3 nM; DMDS: up to 1.4 nM. The highest

values in this study, however. rvere found in Saskatchewan

salt l-akes. These systems contained mean DMS concentrations

up to 1,300 nM. These differences illustrated two irnportant

parameters affecting surface water concentrations, depth and

t ^^ 2-.[Þv¿ l.

In freshwater lakes, surface water concentrations were

strongly influenced by depth, with shal-low, unstratified
systerns (Lake 239 NE bog, Lakes 303 and 114) containing DMS

and DMDS concentrations 5-70 times greater than stratified
lakes in the same geographic area. Mean flux to the

atmosphere from a shaflow lake (12,500 nmol n-2 d'l) \^¡as
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approxinately 1-0 tj-mes greater than fron the stratified
lakes, and this l-oss represented as much as l-5Z of the SOo2'

budget.

A second parameter affecting organic vol-atiIe suffur
concentrations was ISo¿2-]. This effect v/as observed in (a)

surface waters v/hen ISo42'] exceeded approxirnately 2o g (so4])

l-itre-rr and (b) in the hypolimnion of a Ìake receiving H2So4

additions. LikeIy the correlation to ISO42-] demonstrates a

link to HrS production (see below) . In the salt systems

containing up to 1oo g (so¿2-) J.itre-r, H2s r,/a s present in
¡nilfimolar concentrations (3-10 nM) , and DMS concentrations

up to 3 pM were found. Mean sul-fur f l-uxes from these high

SOo2- systems \.,Jere as high as 4oo, ooo nrnol, m'2 d-l , 32 tirnes

more than the highest nean freshwater f l-ux observed.

6.1. Rates ancl sites of formation

Both sedinentary and water column production

contributed to DMs and MSH formation in l-akes. A water

column source for DMS was initial-1y suggested by the

observation that si¡nilar surface water DMS concentrations

occurred in lakes with very different water column volune to
sedirnent surface area (Ae:Ve) ratios. The significance of

sedinentary production was indicated by hypolinnetic
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accunulations in stratj-f ied lakes/ and the cornparatively

high concentrations of most species in the surface waters of
shallorv Ìakes and bogs, These initial observations were

extended by examining sources and sinks for MSH and DMS.

Sedirnentary release was the most significant net source

of MSH, and this species was J-argely destroyed in the water

column. For DMS, however, processes in both the sèdinents

and the water colurnn v/ere net sources. In freshwater Lake

114, water column production in the light was the most

inportant site. Hovrever, in hypersatine Patience Lake,

sedirnents were the most significant site of DMS production,

Mechanj-s¡ns contributing to production and destruction r,¡ere

not studied, but diel patterns in DMS and MSH

concentrations suggested direct release by freshwater algae

occurred. Organic matter decomposition Iikely contrj,buted

to both sedirnentary and water column production, as weLL

' Radiotracer experiments indicated precursors of organic

voÌatil-e species may form from an abiotic addition of HrS to
pre-existing organic matter. These potential precursors are

hypothesized to breakdown and form organic VSCs, although
trfreerr VSCS were not detected. Forrnation via H2S would

explain the higher DMS accumulation rate in the hypolimnion

of acidified Lake 302 South, and the extrerneJ-y hiqh DMS

concentrations in systems containing over 20 g (SOo2-) Ìitre-
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r. Linking formation of volatile suffur to the

dissinifatory reduction pathway is consistent with the

observed correlation to SO.,2' at high SO.2' concentrations [>

2o g (so12) titre-tl .

6.2. organic Vscs in lakes and the ocean: sotne

simiÌiarities and differences

DMS and COS are the two princj-pal- organic VSCS in ocean

surface waters. DMS forms f rorn the breakdorvn of algal DMSP,

and COS is thought to be produced during the photo-oxidation

of organic matter. In the ocean, the rvater column is
therefore the principal site of formatj-on for both species.

Because of the important role oceanic DMS has in gJ-oba]-

sulfur cycl-ing and cl-oud formation, ¡narine studies have

focussed on DMS production and ffux to the atmosphere.

Production of DMS in the oceans is dependent on factors
affecting al-gaÌ DMSP formation and breakdown, and DMs: chÌ a

ratios (mmol mg'r) reach as high as 56.8 in oceanic studies

(Iverson et al. 1989).

In l-akes, a greater spectrum of organic VSCS reach

sígnif ì-cant concentrations, although DMS and cos are present

at concentrations comparabJ-e to those in the ocean. Unl-ike

the ocean, sedimentary productiÕn is .important in lakes, in
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additj.on to water colurnn processes. The relative importance

of the two sites is affected by factors such as J-ake depth

and time of year.

Àlgal DMSP was detected in both freshnater and salt
fakes. DMSP has often been assigned a role in
osmoregulation. However, particularJ-y in freshwater

systens, it inay al-so function as a sul-fur storage molecule

and bacteriocj.dal agent, DMS:Chl a ratios are very nuch

smaller in lake systems (<1 mmol mg-r¡, both freshwater and

saline.

The flux of volatile sulfur from the oceans is far more

significant globally than sulfur ernissions from Iakes.

However/ inland aquatic systens can be regionaJ.Iy

significant contributors to atmospheric sulfur in areas

where shall-ow l-akes and wetl-ands are abundant. Furthermore,

the highest mean fluxes observed f rorn hypersaÌine, SOo2--

dominated playas were almost two orders of magnitude higher

than the highest mean freshwater emission rate. It is
likely that anthropogenic activj.ty rviÌÌ significantì.y impact

the rnagnitude of these inland aguatic fl-uxes. For exarnple,

the formation of shallow aquatic systems from reservoir
construction could increase volati-Ie sulfur emissions from

interior regions. conversely, greenhouse !,¡arming may

decrease prairie enissions if the v¡ater table is Lowered
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suffj-ciently to elíminate nìany existing hypersaJ.ine playas.
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